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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Corrosion is the destructive result of a chemIcal reactIon between a metal or a
metal alloy and its environment (Jones, 1992). Each year the economic losses
attributable to corrosion amount to billions of dollars. Considerable research is
performed [0 provide a better understanding of the mechanisms of corrosion. The
findings from these studies can be used to reduce the impact of corrosion.
The first section illustrates the significance of corrosion in oil and natural gas
production. The background and purpose of this research are discussed in the following
sections
1. 1 Significance of Corrosion
Oil and natural gas producers are among those affected severely by corrosion.
Pipes that bring the oil and/or gas to the surface of the earth are subject to CO2 corrosion,
and must either be replaced or abandoned when they are severely damaged. In most oil
and gas wells, CO2 occurs naturally, and in certain wells it is also added to enhance oil
recovery. In addition, water vapor present in the formation condenses as rises because of
the drop in pressure and temperature. The gaseous CO2 dissolves in water to form
carbonic acid which is corrosive (Newton, 1984). In this environment, destructive
chemical reactions occur at the pipe wall causing corrosion and potential destruction of
the tubing.
Pipeline corrosion has a significant influence on petroleum production costs.
Additional expenditures to combat pipeline corrosion include identification of the well
sections where the tubes have to be replaced and the actual tube replacement costs.
Further, lost revenues occurs due to shutdown for tube replacement and product losses
due to leaks from corroded tubes.
Corrosion studies and research are aimed at reducing the financial losses.
Maintenance averages 14% of the cost of products sold in many industries including the
oil and gas industry. The ability to predict the corrosiveness of a well would be valuable
to the corrosion engineer to schedule pipeline maintenance and repair work. The timely
detection and replacement of tubes prevent product losses and also avoid unnecessary
maintenance shutdowns.
1.2 Background
The economic impact of corrosion In downhole systems has resulted in the need
for a better understanding of the corrosion process. There are many factors that influence
the corrosion process, and to assimilate them in one study is a challenge. In modeling
downhole corrosion, the factors to be studied include phase equilibrium, electrolyte
equilibrium, hydrodynamics, mass transfer, and reaction kinetics. Studies have been
undertaken to detennine the effect of these factors on the corrosion process. However,
very little work has been done to develop an overall model that integrates all the above
factors.
A deterministic model to predict corrosion in downhole systems has been
developed by the Downhole Corrosion Consortium at Oklahoma State University. The
consortium work is one of the few studies that consider all of the above mentioned
factors. The modeling approach began initially by simplifying the overall problem
through assumptions involving the behavior of the well. Over the years, specific areas
like flow regimes, pressure drop, and electrolyte equilibrium have been targeted Lo
improve the models and to eliminate the more unreasonable assumptions. DREAM is the
software tool developed at Oklahoma State University that implements the overall
corrosion model. It has been developed using FORTRAN and Visual C++. This
software is continually updated to reflect any modifications that occur in the model.
Understanding the mass transfer mechanism is very important in modeling the
downhole system accurately. Chapter II discusses, in detail, the mass transfer model used
and Chapter III discusses the modifications made in handling the mass transfer model.
1.3 Purpose of this work
The objective of this research is to obtain a better understanding of the
fundamental physical phenomena influencing downhole corrosion to improve the
accuracy of the corrosion model. Corrosion can he classified as uniform or localized.
During the corrosion process there is also the possibi lity of a product fi 1m being formed
on the pipe wall. This film may act as a protective coating reducing further corrosion.
This study concentrates on modeling the mass transfer process at the wall to improve the
accuracy of prediction of uniform corrosion rates without corrosion product film
formation.
A finite difference numerical approach is used to solve the laminar layer mass
transfer model equations. The numerical method used in the previous version of
DREAM failed to correctly solve the mass transfer model. Parametric studies have been
conducted to obtain a better understanding of corrosion process and the influence of
various factors - temperature, pressure, CO2 concentration, and diffusion layer thickness -
on the corrosion rate.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND PREVIOUS WORK
This chapter gives an overview of previous work that has been undertaken in
studying and modeling corrosion in downhole systems. Section 2.1 gives a brief
summary of the corrosion prediction models that have been developed. Section 2.2 gives
the details of previous models developed at Oklahoma State University. Aspects of the
overall modeJ, and the assumptions involved, are discussed briefly in the next section.
Section 2.4 describes, in detail, the mass transfer model. In the last section the need for
this work is illustrated by describing the shortcomings of the previous work.
2. 1 Downhole Corrosion Models
The economic importance of CO2 corrosion in downhole environments has led to
a proliferation of corrosion prediction models. The ability to predict corrosion rates is
particularly useful in scheduling maintenance of downhole tubulars. Some of these
models are described briefly.
2.1.1 de Waard and Coworkers (1975-1995)
In the work of de Waard and Milliams (1975), the influence of partial pressure of
CO2 on the corrosion rate of steel in carbonic acid was studied. Weight loss and
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polarization resistance measurements were made, and a relation between corrosion rate
and CO2 partial pressure was detenmned. For grit-blasted steel the relation between the
corrosion rate and CO2 partial pressure is
(
2 3? ':'1031
_ . - "" * -3logv - 7.96- " - ... 5,10 I+O.6710gpco,
t + 27.) ) . (2.1 )
where v is the corrosion rate in mm/yr, I is the temperature in Celsius, and PC02 is the CO:,
partial pressure in bars. A mechanism was proposed for the cathodic reaction, which
quantitati vely explains the relation obtained. The influences of temperature and surface
preparation on the corrosion rate at constant pH were also studied.
In 1991, de Waard, Lotz and Milliarns proposed a model. which systematically
modified the de Waard and Milliarns work to obtain a more conservative estimate of CO2
oorrosion rates. The de Waard-MilJiams relation (Equation (2.1)), was able to predict the
"worst case" corrosion rates. Further, it was valid only for a certain temperature range
and was based on the assumption that the water is saturated with cOlTosion product. In
the de Waard Lotz and Milliams model, correction factors were estimated which
quantified the effect of different physical and chemical effects that were not accounted
for in the de Waard-MiIJiams (1975) moue I. The effect of dissolved Fe2+, film fonnation,
increasing temperature, presence of a liquid hydrocarbon phase, and glycol injection were
some of the effects that have been included in the de Waard, Lotz and Milliams model.
In 1993, de Waard and Lotz reviewed previous models and suggested
modifications to make the models more comprehensive and accurate. The effects of
protective corrosion product layers, high flow rates, pH changes due to dissolved
corrosion products, glycol additions and localized corrosIOn were studied. Correction
factors were proposed for the de Waard and Milliams equation, to include these effects
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and to improve the accuracy of corrosion rate predictions. Computer-based spreadsheets
were used to calculate the influence of these parameters on corrosion prediction.
2.1.2 University of Southwestern Louisiana (1996)
A model has been developed which is comprised of correlations for predicting life
of tubing strings in gas condensate wells containing CO2. The data for developing the
correlations were obtained from 12 sweet gas condensate wells in the Gulf of Mexico.
The correlations predict that the minimum tubing life for a mass-transfer controlled
annular-flow well containing CO2 is 14 months. Based on the correlations, a computer
implementation of the model was developed, which presents results in both graphical and
tabulated formats (Perkins and Garber, 1996).
2.1.3 Ohio University (1994-1999)
The effects of wall shear stress, CO2 partial pressure, flow velocity, and oil/water
composition on corrosion rates in multiphase slug systems in horizontal pipelines were
modeled. The modeling was based on experiments conducted on carbon steel for a range
of temperatures, pressures. and water cut. The model showed that temperature, CO2
partial pressure, pressure gradient across slug, and water cut have a significant effect on
the corrosion rate (Jepson and Kanwar, 1994).
A mechanistic model of CO2 corrosion in multiphase flow conditions has also
been developed. The electrochemistry. reaction kinetics, and mass transfer effects were
taken into account, and the model predictions were found to be in good agreement with
experimental results (Zhang et aI., 1997),
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2.1.4 Kvarekval (1997)
Kvarekval developed a mathematical model that treats the conditions in the
diffusion layer close to the corroding steel surface. The simultaneous diffusion and
homogeneous chemical reactions involving the dissolved species in the CO2-H20 system
were considered. The model uses kinetic data for the CO2-H20 reactions and attempts to
simulate the corrosion mechanism in the diffusion layer close to the pipe wall.
The diffusion and chemical reaction models. make up the overall model of
Kvarekval. The temperature, total pressure, mole fraction of CO2 in the gas phase, pH,
mean flow velocity and pipe diameter are used to calculate the partial pressures, diffusion
coefficients, rate constants, bulk concentrations and other fluid properties. These
parameters are then passed to the diffusion model which estimates the concentration
profiles of different species in the diffusion layer due to one-dimensional diffusion. The
model assumes that the ionic migration contribution is negligible. The results from the
diffusion model are then passed to the chemical reaction model. The chemical reaction
model assumes complete reduction of the protons and carbonic acid transported to the
metal surface. The concentration profiles obtained from the chemical reaction model are
then passed back as inputs to the diffusion model. This procedure is carried out until the
desired convergence is achieved. The iterative model has been solved using Excel 5.0.
The corrosion current, i
corr
' is defined as the flux of H+ ions and H2C03 in the
Nernst layer and is given by the following expressIOn
(2.2)
where subscripts 0 and 1 represent the metal surface and inner boundary of the Nernst
layer respectively, and 8:v (em) is the thickness of the Nernst layer. The corrosion rate,
\',orr (mmJyr). is obtained from the corrosion current, i,orr (Amp/cm2), using the following
expressIon
{
mmcm
2
]",. [Amp]vcorr =1155 A -' l corr --J-
yr . mp cm-
The model demonstrates that incorporating the reaction kinetics in the
(2.3)
mathematical modeling of corrosion gives meaningful results. The model, when tested
against published cases. yielded plausible worst case corrosion rates in 80% of the test
cases (Treseder, 1998).
2.2 Corrosion Prediction Models at OSU
Research on downhole corrosion started at Oklahoma State University in 1986. A
number of models have been developed, each with their own advantages and limitations.
These models are constantly updated and modified in an effort to improve their accuracy
in predicting corrosion rates: well pressures and temperatures; and phase and electrolyte
equilibrium calculations. This section details some of these models developed prior to
this work.
2.2.1 Robertson (1988)
This work resulted in a computer program that identified the location in the well
where corrosion would be expected. For corrosion to occur, liquid water must be present
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and the computer program, DOWN*HOLE Production String Simulation Package, was
designed to identify the water condensation zone in the string.
To determine the water condensation zone the fluid phase behavior and flow
charactenstics must be estimated. For this purpose the entire well has been divided into
500-foot sections, which are then treated as a series of flash drums. Phase equilibrium
calculations are then performed for each flash drum using GPA*SIM, an industrially
tested thermodynamic simulator developed by John Erbar at Oklahoma State University
(Robertson, 1988). To calculate the pressure drop and fluid properties, models from
related research work have been incorporated as subroutines into this package. In certain
wells the hydrocarbons condense along with the water. In this package additional
subroutInes that predict the water/oil ratios in wells are included (Robertson, 1988).
2.2.2 Liu and Erbar (1990)
The Liu and Erbar model predicted uniform corrosion rates in downhole systems
by incorporating the fundamental concepts of thermodynamic phase equilibrium. mass
transfer, and surface reaction kinetics. The model considers the hydrogen ion in the
dov,mhole system to be the key corrosive species. The DOWN*HOLE program, designed
by Robertson (1988), was used to identify the water condensation zone. The model
calculates the equilibrium concentration of the hydrogen ion at the interface of the gas
core and the liquid condensate. These were then used along with mass transfer
coefficients and reaction rate constants from literature data to evaluate the corrosion rates
in a section. These steps are then repeated for other sections to generate the corrosion
rate profile along the well depth. In certain wells the corrosion product, iron carbonate,
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precipitates and forms a layer on the pipe wall. This layer may act as a protective barrier
by decreasing the rate at which the hydrogen ions diffuse to the wall iron. However, the
Liu and Erbar model did not account for th~ possibility of corrosion product film
formation (Sundaram, 1996).
2.2.3 Liu (1991)
The Liu model. which includes the corrosion product film formation, is a further
extension of the Liu and Erbar (1990) model. Here the downhole system is modeled as
an annular two-phase system. The liquid layer is divided into a turbulent layer, a laminar
layer and a corrosion product layer (if formed). The mass transfer calculations are
performed individually for these layers. The electrolyte equilibrium calculations are
modified based on the reactions proposed in this work. Slug flow regions, if any. are
handled based on the assumption that the film formed can be modeled as annular flow
(Sundaram, 1996; Liu, 1991).
2.2.4 Achour (1993)
An attempt was made in this work to understand the concepts underlying pitting
corrosion in downhole systems. Pitting corrosion analysis is very useful for failure
analysis of downhole tubing. A theoretical model for flow induced CO2 pitting corrosion
was developed. The model predicts the extent of propagation of an existing pit under
turbulent conditions since pitting corrosion is most likely within this layer. However, the
pit initiation is not included due to its highly random behavior. The model is not
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currently implemented in the DREAM software developed as a part of the Downhole
Corrosion Consortium Project at OSU (Archouret aI., 1993).
2.2.5 Liu and High (1993)
A simulation model, named DREAM, was developed by incorporating the
modifications of Liu (1991) into DOWN*HOLE. The modifications included
restructuring the GPA*SIM code used in thermodynamic calculations and updating the
pressure drop models using better correlations for slug and bubble flow modeling.
Further, the numerical method used to solve for the mass transfer equations in the
diffusion layer was altered. Localized corrosion rate calculations have also been added
which give an approximate estimate of the time required for corrosion product film
failure, the pit propagation rate, and the corrosion rate (Liu, 1993).
2.2.6 Raman (1996)
Several pressure drop models were studied for annular and 5.1ug flow regimes in
upward, vertical, two-phase flow. Pressure drop is a function of the liquid holdup, the
flow velocity, the direction of flow, and the flow regime. To identify the flow regime the
Barnea (1987) flow map was used. Comparing the flow map predictions with
experimental data of Golan (1970) validated the use of the Bamea (1987) flow map. The
map was then used to identify the flow regimes in 140 weJl cases that were obtained from
the work of Camacho (1970) and Reinicke et aI. (1987). The pressure drop predictions
from the Ansari et al. (1994) and Sylvester (1987) slug flow models were compared
against the wells with slug flow. In the wells with annular flow regime, the Ansari et al.
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(1994) model was compared against the Yao and Sylvester (1987) model predictions.
Based on the comparisons, the Sylvester (1987) model that had been used in DREAM
was replaced by the Ansari et al. (1994) model for the slug-flow regime. In the annular
flow regime the Yao and Sylvester (1987) model was retained as it performed better than
the Ansan et at. (1994) model.
The impact of the modifications made to the pressure drop correlations on the
corrosion rate was also investigated. Three sample cases were employed, and it was
observed that the pressure drop models did not have a significant impact on the corrosion
rate predictions. Coding errors were also identified in the previous version of DREAM.
These were corrected to make the software package more robust and accurate.
2.2.7 Sundaram (1996)
This work focussed on improving the phase and electrolyte equilibrium models
used in DREAM. Phase and electrolyte equilibrium calculations are performed to
estimate the quantities of the liquid and vapor phases and the compositions of species
present at the gas-liquid interface. The electrolytes that are of significance for the
corrosion process are COz and HzS and their dissociation products. In the earlier Liu and
High (1993) model, the phase equilibrium calculations were perfonned to estimate the
species concentrations on the liquid side. These were then used for the electrolyte
equilibrium calculations to determine the ionic species concentration. However, the
species disassociation reactions have an influence on the phase equilibrium. In
Sundaram's work the effect of liquid phase dissociation of electrolytes on the phase
equilibrium has been studied and modeled. In this model the phase and electrolyte
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equilibrium calculations are coupled. This has been done by integrating the extent of
dissociation of the electrolytes with the equilibrium K values (Sundaram, 1996).
The generalized framework for phase and electrolyte equilibrium model has been
developed using a combination of molecular and empirical models. The dissociation
constants for species, K j , were evaluated using the following correlation
B,.I
In K, =T + B'.2 In T + BdT + BI.4
where B . are constants which were obtained from the work of Edwards (1978) andI.J
(2.4 )
Kawazuishi and Prausnitz (1987). The framework uses the Chen et a1. (1994) model to
estimate the single molecular interaction parameters, which are then used in the Soave-
Redlich-Kwong equation of state to model the phase equilibrium. The Chen et a1. (1994)
correlations for the single molecular interaction parameters, e'l' of C02-H20 and H2S-
H20 binary systems are given below
C = 0.457 _131
·'I.C(I, T
, lO4C H,=0.432--~. j T
(2.5)
(2.6)
The accuracy of the buhble point pressure predictions using Chen et a1. (1994)
model was compared against the perfonnance of the Liu and High (1994) model. The
data for the CO~-H20 system were obtained from the work of Stewart and Munjal (1970),
Takenouchi and Kennedy (1964), Wiebe and Gaddy (1939), Zawisza and Malesinka
(1981), Gillespie et a1. (1986), and Muller et al. (1988). Data points from Selleck et al.
(1952), Gillespie and Wilson (1980), Clarke and Glew (1971), Wright and Maass (1932)
and Lee and Mather (1977) were used for the H2S-H20 system. A statistical analysis was
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performed and it was found that the average absolute percentage difference in the
predictions were significantly lower for both the binary systems when the Chen et al.
(1994) model was used. The Chen et al. (1994) model was then incorporated in the next
version of DREAM, Version 3.3. The impact of modifying the phase and electrolyte
models on the corrosion rate predictions was investigated. The modifications did not
significantly affect the corrosion rate predictions.
2.2.8 Dugan (1998)
The work of Dugan focused on the mass transfer model in the laminar layer. The
modeling of the mass transfer in the laminar layer is critical to the accurate prediction of
corrosion rate. Two methods have been employed to account for the reactions at the pipe
wall. The de Waard and Milliams (1975) empirical flux expressions for CO2 and H2S,
illustrated later in Section 2.5 (Equations (2.46) - (2.50», were used in the first method to
calculate the Fe2.,. reactive flux at the wall. The second method used the Bockris and
Reddy (1970) current density expression to account for the reactions at the wall.
. . {a F'7~ )I = I ex a ([
a <10 RT (2.7)
where i
a
is the anodic current density, i
ao
is the anodic exchange current density, '7
a
is the
anodic overpotential and aa is the anodic transfer coefficient (Dugan, 1998). The current
density was then used to evaluate the reactive flux at the wall. It was also observed that
the numerical method previously used (Liu, 1991) to solve the laminar layer model did
not provide an accurate solution. Therefore, another numerical method based on fifth-
order Runge-Kutta shooting method and Newton Raphson convergence method (Press et
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al., 1997) was used to solve the proposed laminar layer model. The current density
model was found to be more accurate than the de Waard and Milliams (1975) model in
predicting corrosion rates for the downhole systems. The current density model was
capable of predicting not only when a high corrosion rate is probable, but also when a
low corrosion rate would occur. The proposed model was found to predict the maximum
corrosion rates within 10% of those obtained from field data (Dugan, 1997). However,
this work has not been incorporated into DREAM.
2.3 Overall Corrosion Prediction Model
The different aspects of the mechanistic models that fonn the basis for downhole
corrosion modeling at OSU are illustrated in this section. In downhole wells, natural gas,
with or without fonnation water. flows up the pipe to the wellhead. The temperature ami
pressure at the bottom of the well are usually very high and depend on the depth of the
well. As the gas flows up the tubing string, there IS a pressure drop accompanied with a
reduction in the temperature. This reduction in temperature may cause water to condense
from the vapor phase. In some wells, hydrocarbons may also condense. In this model,
the presence of liquid water in contact with the wall is considered essential for corrosion
to occur. This is because the condensed or fonnation water is the electrolytic medium in
the electrochemical corrosion process.
Understanding the hydrodynamic flow patterns in upward, multiphasc flow is
critical for pressure drop calculations. From the above discussion it is clear that there is
more than one phase in the downhole system. These are the uncondensed gas phase and
the condensed liquid phase or phases. The multi-phase mixture can flow through the pipe
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in a variety of patterns and further complicate the modeling process. Some of the most
commonly encountered flow regimes in upward vertical multiphase flow in downhole
systems include slug flow, chum flow and annular flow. In slug flow, there exists bullet
shaped gas bubbles that are termed 'Taylor bubbles'. The condensed liquid is the
continuous phase, and the Taylor bubbles are large with diameters approximately equal to
that of the pipe and separated from each other by liquid slugs. The transition from slug to
annular flow is classified as the chum flow regime (Chisholm, 1983). Due to its
complexity, chum flow has been modeled as being part of the slug flow regime in Section
2.2. In annular flow, the liquid phase exists as a thin layer around the central gas core.
Flow is characterized by very high gas flow rates when compared to the liquid flow rates.
The gas phase exerts a shear stress on the liquid film that results in large amplitude waves
at the gas liquid interface. This, in tum, results in some of the liquid being entrained as
droplets in the gas core (Robertson, 1988).
Apart from the relative flow rates of the two phases the flow pattern also depends
on the pipe size and fluid properties (Raman. 1996). Flow pattern maps developed by
Taitel et aJ. (1980) and later modified hy Barnea (1987) are used to identify the flow
regimes in the different sections of the tubing string.
2.3.1 Phase and Electrolyte Equilibrium
The presence of two phases and the electrochemical nature of the system
necessitate phase and electrolyte equilibrium predictions. The corrosive gases, CO2 and
HzS, dissolve in the condensed water, and phase equilibrium dictates the amount of
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species in the two phases. The equilibrium relations that are to be considered in this
respect are given below
H 2 O(g) H 20(1)
CO2(g) CO2(I)
H 25(g) H 25(!)
(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)
In the liquid phase, the following reactions take place
l! 2C03 (2.11)
HCO- + H+ (2.12)3
C0 2- + H T (2.13)3
OH- + H+ (2.14)
H5- + H+ (2.15 )
5 2- + H+ (2.16)
Other reactions that have to be considered in cases where species saturation,
which may result in film formation, becomes significant are listed below.
(FeS) ,
Ca 2+
(' 2-+ .)
(2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)
The reactions given by Equations (2.8) - (2.19) have an influence on the
thermodynamic phase equilibrium. The Chen et a!. (1994) model outlines an approach
that couples the phase and electrolyte equilibrium calculations. The model updates the
vapor-liquid equilibrium constants based on the liquid phase dissociation of the
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molecular species. The Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state is used for modeling the
phase equilibrium (Sundaram, 1996). The details of the equations involved and the
numerical approach used to solve these equations are provided in the thesis work of
Sundaram (1996).
2.3.2 Pressure Drop
A number of correlations are available in literature to evaluate pressure drop in
different flow regimes in upward, vertical, two-phase flow. Some of these models have
been studied and their predictions have been compared against data sets from Camacho
(1970) and Reinicke et al. (1987). Based on the evaluations made. the most accurate
correlations have been incorporated into the DREAM software.
The Yao and Sylvester (1987) model and Ansari et al. (1994) model are used in
DREAM to predict pressure drop in downhole systems. The Yao and Sylvester (1987)
model was found to accurately predict the pressure drop in annular flow regImes. It takes
into consideration the effect of the liquid droplets entrained in the gas core. In the slug
flow regime, the Ansari et al. (1994) model was evaluated to be superior to the Sylvester
(1987) model. The eval uation and description of these pressure drop models are provided
by Raman (1996).
2.4 Mass Transfer Model
The mass transfer model and the fundamental equations are discussed in this
section. Modeling the mass transfer of the different species present in the downhole
system is critical in determining the corrosion rate profiles. This involves determining
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the amount of reactive species present at the wall. A four-layer model has been
developed for the mass transfer process. The primary focus is on the laminar section of
this four-layer model. However a thorough understanding of the entire mass transfer
model is important.
The annular flow regime forms the basis for the model. The two-phase flow
regimes most commonly encountered in gas wells are annular and slug flow. In the
DREAM model the thickness of the liquid layer between the Taylor bubble and the pipe
wall is assumed to be the annular film thickness (Liu, 1991). This assumption is made
due to the complexity in handling mass transfer in slug flow regimes.
Gas low
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the Mass Transfer Model
As discussed in Section 2.3, a thin liquid layer wetting the surface of the pipe
characterizes annular flow. The gas flows along the center section of the pipe. This
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fonns the first layer in the four-layer model, which is schematically described in Figure 1.
The annular liquid region is further divided into a turbulent and a laminar sublayer. If a
corrosion product film is fonned on the wall surface then it is modeled as the fourth
laver. The modeling of these layers is discussed below.
2.4.1 Gas-Liquid Interiace
In Section 2.3.1, the reactions that occur at the interface of the gas core and the
annular liquid are identified. The phase and electrolyte equilibria calculations are used to
estimate the concentration of different ionic species on the liquid side of the interface.
To model the mass transfer across the gas-liquid interface, certain assumptions
have been made. Thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed across the gas-liquid interface.
Further, the liquid phase ionic dissociation reactions are assumed to occur so rapidly that
they reach equilibrium immediately in the liquid side of the interface.
2.4.2 Turbulent Layer
Liu (1991) modeled the turbulent layer mass transfer in the two-phase annular
downhole system. The model considers the effect of interfacial shear stress and wall
roughness. Sand type correlations are assumed due to the unavailability of a more
accurate corrosion wall roughness correlation. The model estimates the turbulent mass
transfer coefficients based on these assumptions. The species concentrations at the gas-
liquid interface are already available from the phase and electrolyte equilibria
calculations mentioned above. These, along with other species properties, such as
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diffusiviiies, are then used to deiennine the concentrations at the other boundary of the
turbulent layer, namely the turbulent-laminar interface (Figure 1).
2.4.3 Laminar Layer
In this section, the fundamental equations involved in modeling the laminar layer
are explained in detail. "The number of moles passing per unit time through a unit area
oriented perpendicular to the velocity is referred 10 as flux density" (Newman, 1991).
There are three different factors - migration, diffusion and convection - which can
contribute to the movement of an ionic species. The contributions of these is
N = -z·u Fe V<P - D Vc + c VI I I I 'l J (2.20)
where Cl is the concentration of /h ionic species in moles/dm3, U1 is the ionic mobility, Z, is
the species ionic charge (dimensionless), Di is the ionic diffusion coefficient in dm 2/s, <t>
is the electric potential in Volts, v is the bulk fluid velocity in dmls. and F is the
Faraday's constant in C/mole.
The entire pipe is divided into 500-foot sections. The annular liquid layer is very
thin when compared to the pipe diameter. Hence the system can be modeled as a two
dimensional problem using a rectangular coordinate system instead of the cylindrical
coordinate system. The variations along the z-axis, which is in the upward direction of
fJ ow, in an y particular section are neglected.
The focus of the modeling effort is on the concentration variations in the radial
direction, which is now represented by the y-axis, in the annular layer. In this system the
third tenn in the right hand side of Equation (2.20), which is the contribution due to
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convection, is neglected because we assume that the bulk velocity in the radial direction
is negligible. This reduces the above equation to the following form
d<t> dc,N =-zu Fc --D.-
, 1 I 'dy 'dy
The equation of continuity is given by the following relation
dc, 0
-·=-y·N+R
dt "
(2.21)
(2.22)
The corrosion rate in any particular 500-foot section of the downhole system is
assumed to be constant with respect to time. Assuming steady state, the term on the left-
hand side of Equation (2.22) can be eliminated.
The term R; is the generation term that accounts for the production or
consumption of any species within the system, namely the laminar layer. This term is
also neglected, because the reactions are assumed to occur either at the core gas-turbulent
liquid interface or at the pipe wall. Since no reaction occurs within the diffusion layer
this term becomes zero. These assumptions reduce Equation (2.22) to
V·N, =0, (2.23)
Further. the previous assumption that only the y-axis variations are significant
results in
aN,
-=0
dy
(2.24)
Substituting the expression for N; from Equation (2.21) jnto (2.24) results in the
following governing differential equation
(2.25)
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The above expression, when wrinen for each species. forms the set of governing
equations for the downhole system. The product, c,<P'. makes these equations non-linear.
The equations are also coupled through the electric potential. These would hence fonn a
set of coupled, nonlinear, ordinary differential equations.
It is also assumed that the inorganic ions present in the formation water do oot
take part in the corrosion reactions. However their contribution to the dectroneutrality of
the solution is taken into account by using the following equation
"7C =0L ..... r I (2.26)
Boundary conditions are needed to solve this set of equations. The turbulent
layer-laminar layer interface forms one of the boundaries of the laminar layer. This is
henceforth be referred to as the left boundary. The pipe wall where the corrosion
reactions take place forms the right boundary of the laminar layer.
The species concentrations at the left boundary of the laminar layer are known
from the solution of the turbulent layer mass transfer calculations. Hence the left
boundary conditions are given by:
c, = Cu
Additionally the electric potential, <fl, is set to zero at this boundary as shown below
CD =0
(2.27)
(2.28)
The pipe wall. which fOnTIS the right boundary, is where the corrosion reactions
take place. The dissolution reaction of iron is given by
Fe Fe2~
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(2.29)
The species Fi'" and Fr are considered to be the only species that react at the
wall. The flux of these reactive species at the waH would be equal to the reactive flux
based on the above reaction. For other species the flux would be zero since they are non-
reactive species and also cannot diffuse through the walL This forms the basis for the
formulation of boundary conditions at right boundary of the laminar layer. The relation
IS
de del>D ,-_I+Z.U FC.- =
rno dy " I dy i r , (2.30)
where i r represents the reactive flux, which would be zero for non-reactive species. The
evaluation of i r for reacti ve species is discussed in Section 2.5 and again in Chapter III.
Apart from the above boundary conditions the assumption of electroneutrali ty, given by
Equation (2.26), is also applied to the right boundary. Recall that the electroneutrality
assumption is also applied at the interior grid points, but the zero electric potential, given
by Equation (2.28), replaces the electroneutrality condition at the leftmost grid pomt.
The total annular film thickness. S, is obtained from the Henstock and Hanratty
(1976) correlation shown below.
J 6.59F"
=-----
D, (1 + 1400F)~ (2.31 )
(2.32)
: J
I'
( .
· (
· :r •
· .~ :
y = [(0.707 Re~; y5 { 09 )25 r·40+ \0.0379 Re LF J (2.33)
where Fa is a dimensionless group containing flow rates and fluid properties, ReLF is the
Reynolds number of the liquid flowing in the wall layer. ReG is the gas Reynolds number
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calculated as if the gas filled the whole tube, D1 is the hydraulic diameter of the pipe, and
p and v represent the density and kinematic viscosity of the respective fluids.
The following empirical relation relates the diffusion layer thickness. 80 , to the
thickness of the annular film, 8 (Levich, 1962).
v f.iSc=-=-
D Dp
(2.34)
(2.35)
where D is the diffusivity, ~ is the viscosity, p the density and Sc represents the Schmidt
number.
The numerical method previously used to solve this system of equations IS
explained in Section 2.5. Chapter III discusses the new approach used for modeling the
laminar layer along with the details of the numerical scheme employed.
2.4.4 Corrosion Product Layer
The corrosion product, iron carbonate, sometimes precipitates and forms a
protective layer on the pipe wall. The Liu (1991) model handled this layer simply as
another diffusion layer. However the Liu and High (1993) model has a different
approach. The diffusion coefficients of the different species in the iron carbonate layer
would be different from those in the laminar layer. These coefficients are estimated from
the following expressions (Liu and High, 1993) which are correlated from the
temperature dependence studies of Choi et a1. (1989), Ikeda et al. (1984), and Hausler
(1984).
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• -'l
'00<
De!! = D,/2.0 t < 60° C (2.36)
De!! = D,/2.5 60°C 5:t <75°C (2.37)
D
eff = 159.9 exp(0.0178l5t )D, /2.5 75°C5:t<150°C (2.38)
D
eff = D,/lOOO l50°C~t (2.39)
Using effective diffusivities the corrosion rate at the wall is calculated based on
the assumption that the corrosion process is diffusion limited in the corrosion product
layer. The expression used to calculate the corrosion flux JD , is given by
(2.40)
where Cif is the species concentration at the interface of the laminar liquid layer and the
corrosion product film, and <Sf is the thickness of the corrosion product layer and is
assumed to be 30 !lID (Palacios and Shadley, 1991).
2.5 Previous Numerical Solution Technique
The numerical method that had been used in the previous version of DREAM,
version 3.0, for solving for the laminar layer is explaIned in this section. This method
was found to contain certain shortcomings and these are identified here.
The model eliminated the potential term trom the set of equations by using the
zero net current condition gi ven below
L de , a<t>"7N=0=- Dz -' -"z-uFc-L.J .... l I I , a .L..J r I 'ay y
This on rearrangement gives
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(2.41)
~ dc.
LJD 7 -'
a<1> RT ,-, CJ)'
-=-------
cry F
LZ,"D,c,
This expression for <1>' is then substituted in Equation (2.25) to eliminate ¢
(Sundaram et aI., 1996) resulting in
(2.42)
~ Dz dc,
LJ 1/ cry
=0 (2.43)
The summations were expanded and dimensionless length variable X was
introduced to rewrite the above governing equation as follows
,
d -c
__i +5 =0
dX" ( (2.44)
where X =}' , 50 is the laminar layer thickness and Sc is the non linear source term
o
given by
L dc)zD-dc . J J dX
_' J +
dX ~ 'Dz; JC J
J
C,
(2.45)
To solve this set of governing equations defined by Equations (2.44) and (2.45),
along with the boundary conditions given by Equation (2.27) and (2.30), a discretization
method was used. The nonlinearity of the equations necessitated the use of an iterative
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procedure. The nature of the equation was found to be similar to a one dimensional heat
conduction problem. Patankar (1980) had solved the heat transfer problems and Liu
(1993) adopted this approach to solve these mass transfer equations.
In the previous method the species C02, H2S, Fe2+, HS· and HC03- were all
considered having a reactive flux at the wall. For the reactive fluxes, Jr, which appear in
the right boundary condition shown in Equation (2.30), the following expressions based
on the experimental data of de Waard and Milliams (1975) were used for species CO2
_ ') - 5385
J r .CO, --S .....5exp( T )a co,
6 - 9261
J r.H,S = -9.810 exp ( T )a H,S
(2.46)
(2.47)
The expressions for other reactive species were related to the above fluxes in the
following manner
J r.Fe" = 2 * (J r.CO, + J r.H,S )
J -J
-.HCOl - r.CO,
(2.48)
(2.49)
(2.50)
However the numerical method used by Li u (1993) was found to be incorrect as it
always predicted corrosion rates of zero.MPY. It became evident that the subroutines,
which handled the differential equation solver, contained an error. The solver assigned
the known concentrations of species at the left boundary to all the gnd pomts in the
discretization procedure. However it failed to solve the governing equation and update
these values thereafter. This resulted in the concentration gradient of all the species
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including that of the ferrous ion, Fe2+, to be zero, This incorrect solution when used to
calculate the corrosion rate at the wall resulted in corrosion rates of zero IvIPY,
The code was carefully studied with an aim to correct it. However lack of proper
code documentation made it impossible to achieve this. It was then decided to use a
different approach to solve these differential equations. The new approach is explained
in the next chapter.
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-CHAPTER III
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The mass transfer model for the laminar sublayer and the numerical scheme used
to solve the model equations are illustrated in this chapter. The new approach used to
model the corrosion lGnetics at the pipe wall is also explained. A numerical scheme
different from the previous method has been used. The first section describes the system
of equations that constitute the laminar layer mass transfer model. Some of the different
numerical methods that have been used in an attempt to solve the system of differential
equations are discussed in the next section. One of these methods, namely the BAND(J)
method, was found to be a suitable and efficient way to solve the mass transfer model.
The numerical scheme used to solve the mass transfer model hy malGng use of the
BAND(J) method is explained in detail in the last section.
3. 1 System of Equations
A system of differential equations has been developed that models the mass
transfer process In the laminar sublayer as a boundary value problem. The basic
equations that constitute the laminar layer mass transfer model are summarized in this
section.
The expression for the flux density of an ionic species
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is used along with the mass balance equation
ac, =-v.N ~ R
at '
(3.1)
(3.2)
to obtain the mass transfer model equations in the laminar layer. The derivation of the
governing equation and the assumptions made are discussed in Chapter II. The
governing equation for the mass transfer of species i in the laminar sublayer is given by
the following equation
(3.3)
Equation (3.3) is a second order non-linear ordinary differential equation. In the
downhole system there are many ionic and molecular specIes that are significant in the
overall modeling. A list of the different species taken into account is in AppendIX A.
Equation (3.3) has to be applied to all of the N sp species (i.e. i=1,2, . .. ,Nlp ). ThIS results In
a set of Nsp equations with (N,p+ 1) unknowns. The concentrations of the N.lP species (cl,
C2 ... CNsp) along with the electric potentia!, <1>, are the unknown variables in the system of
equatIOns. An additional equation is needed to complete the set of governing equations.
The charged species interact with each other through the electric potential thereby
coupling the equations. Thus the electroneutrality equation forms the required (Nsp+1)th
equation.
Boundary conditions are needed to solve the set of governing equations. As
illustrated 10 Chapter II, the known species concentrations and zero electric potential
form the left hand boundary conditions which is at the turbulent-laminar interface. At the
right boundary, namely the pipe wall, the flux boundary condition is applied to all the N sp
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species along with the electroneutrality condition. The equations along with the details of
the numerical scheme used to solve the entire system are explained later in Section 3.3.
3.2 Numerical Methods
One of the most challenging tasks of this research work has been to find a suitable
numerical technique that can be used to solve the above mentioned boundary value
problem. This section gives a brief overview of the different methods that have been
tried at different stages of this work. All these numerical methods make use of the finite
difference approach where derivatives are approximated by Taylor expansions. Some of
the fmite differences used in this work are the central and backward differences of first
and second order derivatives.
To use the finite difference approach the laminar sub-layer has been divided into
equally spaced nodes. These nodes are also referred to as grid points. The turbulent-
laminar interface, which fOnTIS the left boundary of the laminar layer, represents the first
grid point. The last grid point lies on the right boundary, which physically represents the
pipe wall where the corrosion reactIOns take place. Figure 2 is a visual representation of
the grid points in the laminar sublayer. The figure does not include the corrosion product
layer since this study focuses on uniform corrosion rates without corrosion product film
formation.
The left-hand boundary conditions are applied at the first grid point. The right
hand boundary conditions are applied at the last grid point and the governing equations
are applied at all the interior grid points. A numerical method IS then used to solve the
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Figure 2: Grid Point Representation of the Laminar Sublayer
model equations for the unknown variables at these grid points thereby resulting in the
concentration profiles of different species across the laminar sublayer.
3.2.1 Source term Method
Liu(l993) used the condition of no net current to eliminate the electric potential
.~
I»
. )
•
•
term from the system of governing: equations. This resulted in the following system
a2 ( c~) + Sc = 0
aX- (3.4)
where Sc is the non-linear source term as derived in the Chapter II. Since this is similar
to a heat conduction problem with a nonlinear source term, Liu used a numerical method
which involved iterating on the nonlinear source tenn (Patankar, 1991). In the present
work, it was found that the numerical method did not generate the correct results. The
method did not correctly solve for the concentration profiles and always resulted in a
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corrosion rate of zero mpy. Initially the computer code was studied with an aim to find
out the exact reason for the failure of the numerical method. However due to the
inadequate documentation and commenting of the code, this could not be achieved. It
was then decided to start afresh with a new numerical approach.
3.2.2 Shooting Method
A shooting method approach was studied and found to be not efficient to solve the
system of equations encountered in this work. The second order differential equations
represented by Equation (3.4) were rewntten as a set of first order differential equations.
These were then solved by using a shooting method approach (Press et aI., 1992). The
method was initially used for an imaginary case where only two species are considered
and was later extended to systems with more specIes. Convergence was found to be
dependent on the choice of the initial guesses made. The method was found to be
sUItable for systems with few unknowns «5). However, as the number of species was
increased the method failed to converge. The method was, hence, found to be less
efficient for nonlinear systems with more variables
3.2.3 BAND(J)
BAND(J) is a FORTRAN subroutine which incorporates a numerical scheme to
solve coupled hnear difference equations (Newman, 1991). A system of N coupled linear
ordinary differential equations is shown below:
.J
I ~
J..,
..
•L~
(3.5)
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This system can be approximated using the following central difference approximations
(3.6)
(3.7)
where j represents a grid point and h is the distance between two adjacent grid points.
This reduces the set of differential equations represented by Equation (3.5) to the
following difference equations
where
tVL A,). (j)Ck (j -1) + Bi,k (j)Ck (j) + D',k (j)Ck(j + 1) =G, (j)
1..=1
, 1z
Ak(j)=ak(x )--bJ,,(x)
I. I.; 2" ;
B,.k (j) = -2a"k (x j ) + h~di,k (x;)
f)1k (j) =ad (x) + ~ bLk (x)
CI.. (j) =ck(x;)
G,.( j) = h? 8, (x)
(3.8)
(3.9)
J
, >
-
)
..
I)
-i
.>
-i
'1
For the left boundary, the boundary conditions.are rewritten using the following forward
difference approximation for the first order den vati Yes.
(3.10)
to result in equations of the form
....
LB',k (l)C" (1) + D'k (1)Ck (2) + X',kC" (3) =G, (1)
k=l
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(3.11 )
Similar treatment at the right boundary (j = NJ) using appropriate backward difference
approximations gives difference equations of the fonn
'"L. YI,/. C k (N) - 2) + Ad (NJ)Ck (N) -1) + Sf.• (N) )Ck (Ni) = G, (N})
i.-I
The steps to solve such a system of coupled linear dlfference equations are
(3.12)
explained In detail in Newman (1991). BAND(J) is the FORTRAN subroutine which
implements the solution method. The subroutine requires as inputs, the coefficient
matrices A, B, D, and G at each grid point and the values of coefficient matrix X for the
left boundary and of matnx Y at the right boundary. Using these inputs the subroutine
solves for the unknowns, namely matrix C. This is the numerical method that has been
used in this work to solve for the concentration profiles of different species in the laminar
layer in each well section.
3.3 Configuring the System for BAND(J)
The BAND(J) subroutme has been used to solve (he set of coupled. non-linear,
ordinary differential equations representing the mass transfer model. Smce BAND(1)
handles only coupled, linear, ordinary differentIal equations. all the equations
representing this system have been linearized. Further, BAND(J) also requires some
inputs which are the coefficient matrices. The linearization of all applicable equatIons
and the derivations of expressions for the coefficient matrices are discussed in this
section.
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3.3.1 Interior Governing Equation.
The governing differential equation, given by Equation (2.25), is applied at all the
interior grid points U= 2, 3.. (NJ-l). The equation for species i is shown below:
(3.13)
(3.14)
The equation has to be applied at every internal grid point U=2,3 .. NJ-l) and for
all the different species present in the downhole system. However, if a species is not
present in a particular well, then its concentration is set equal to zero at all the grid points.
Together these give us Nsp equations and the condition of electroneutrality forms the
requisite (Nsp+1yh equation.
The coefficient matrices are evaluated from the above governing eql.lations. First,
these equations, represented by Equation (3.14), have to be linearized in order to use
BAND(J). Newman (1991) outlines the linearization method, which uses the following
approxImations for linearizing the nonlinear terms in the system of equations
~.
..
.
•
.~
and
(3.15)
(3.16)
'1
I
I
J
:~
where CiO, <po', and <t>o" are initial guesses of the respecti ve variables. Using the above
approximation the governing equations at an internal grid point is reduced to the
difference form as shown below
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e, (j -I{ D, - ~ l,U, Fh<j>° J+ e, (j)(- 2D, + z, u, Fh '<j>0' )
+c (j'+l{D +.!.-zu Fh¢o +<f>(j'-l)Z.UF(CO-.!.-hCO'J
r I 2 I I I I I 2 I
+ <j>(j)(- 2z,u, Fe,o )+ <j>(j + I)z,u, F( c~ + ~ he~ J
( 0 0" 0' 0')= ziu;F c j <I> + C, <I>
Now configuring this in BAND(J) tenninology results in
C(i, j -ltD, -~Z,U,Fh<j>0J+ C(i, j)(- 2D, + z,u,Fh'<j>":
-rCU,j'+l{D +.!.-zu Fh<l>O']+C(N,j'-l)Z U F(CO-.!.-hCO'J
' 2 1 1 l' I 2 I
+ C(N, j)(- 2z,u, Fe~ )+ C(N, j + I)z,u, F[ e~ +~ hc~
,( 0 0" 0' 0')
=z,ll,Fh- c, <f> + c; <I>
(3.17)
(3.18)
From the above equation the coefficient matrices for BAND(J) can be identified as
AU i) = D _-!."7 U Fh¢o
, I 2 ..... ' I
BCi,i) = -2D, + z;u;Fh 2¢>0'
D(i,i) = D +~Zll Fh¢>o'
, 2 I (
A(i,N) = CO -'!'-hco'
, 2 '
BCi, N) = -2z,u,Fc,o
1 'D(i,N)=co+-hco
, 2 '
GCi) = z,u iFh 2 (c,o<f>0" + c,o'<f>o')
The above equations are valid for all species that are present in the system.
those species, k, that are not present in a particular well case then
J
.,
'~
-.,
1#
•
11
'l
»
(3.19) I~
;
I
I
,
:~
For
(3.20)
gi ves the coefficients
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and
B(k,k) = 1.0
G(k) = O.
(3.2[)
(3.22)
However, the number of variables is one more than the number of species because of the
electric potential involved. This demands the need for one more equation. The
N (Nsp+Jl' equation is obtained from the assumption of electroneutrality. The
detennination of coefficients from the electroneutrality equation is discussed separately,
as it is applicable not only at the interior grid points but also at the right boundary of the
laminar sublayer. It should be noted that the potential is set to zero at the left boundary
making it a reference point.
3.3.2 Left Boundary Condition
The interface between the turbulent and diffusion layers in the annular film fOnTIS
the left-hand boundary of the system. The turbulent layer mass transfer calculations
provide the concentrations of different species at this interface. These known
concentratIOns fonn the left-hand boundary conditions and are as shown below
1 = 1,2.. NIp (3.23)
This is a linear equation and the coefficient matrices for BAND(J) can be easily identified
as
and
B(i,i) =1.0
G(i) =C\.l . -1 ? N1- , _ .. .\p
(3.24)
(1.25)
The zero electric potential at the left boundary,
<t> =0
fOnDS the tth boundary condition and results in the following coefficients
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0.26)
B(N,N) = 0 and
3.3.3 Right Boundary Condition
G(N) = O. (3.27)
For solving the set of differential equations the boundary conditions at the right
boundary have to be formulated. Since the corrosion rates without corrosion product film
is the quantity that is of interest, the pipe wall becomes the right boundary. The
concentration of different species at the wall is not known at this stage and so the simple
concentration boundary conditions that are appl icable at the left boundary are not
applicable here. Instead the flux of species is used to obtain the necessary boundary
conditions at the wall. The flux of any species is given by
(3.28)
)
Depending on whether the species is reactive or not, the flux at the wall will either be
equal to a reactive flux or will equal zero (Sundaram et aI., 1996). The procedure for
calculating the coefficient matrices for BAND(J) in the case of nonreactl ve and reacti ve
species are illustrated next.
)
.
For nonreactive species i.e. i =l ...N-l U:;e 7(Fe2+ ), 12(F ),Ne (j))):
Equating the flux of nonreactive species at the wall to zero gives
The nonlinear term in the above equation, namely c,(d<I>/dy), is linearized as shown
below by using Equation (3.16).
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(3.29)
;1
1
,")
3
...
Backward differences are then used (since it the right most grid point) to obtain the
expressions for the coefficient matrices.
(3.30)
D(3CU,NJ)-4CCi,NJ -l)+lCU,NJ -2)}
, 212
[
CU, NJ)4.> 0' + l
z,u,F c?[ 3C(N,NJ) -4C(N, ~~ -I) + lC(N, NJ - 2):
From Equation (3.31) the tenns of the coefficient matrices for nonreactive species can be
identified as
where ct is the concentration of species i at the wall obtained from elther the initial guess
B(i,i) =+3D, /(212) + z,u,F4.>°
A(i,i) = -4D, /(212)
Y(i,i) = +lD, /(212)
B(i,N) = +3z i u,Fc,o /(212)
A(i,N) = -4zi u,Fc.o /(212)
Y(i,N) =+lz,u,Fc,o /(212)
C(i) = z,u,Fc,oepo
or from the previous iteration.
For reactive species i.e. i =7(Fi+),12(frr).·
(3.32)
)
)
.
)
~
.
~
1
"1)
")
,3
...
The treatment of boundary conditions for the reactive species, namely Fe2+ and
H+, is illustrated here. The reaction that occurs at the pipe wall, which leads to corrosion,
is shown below
Fe + 2H+
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+ H?(g) (3.33)
The following relation (Sundaram et aI., 1996) relates the flux of the reactive species to
the corrosion current density
(3.34)
where ic is the corrosion current density, F is Faraday's constant, and n is the number of
valence electrons. The corrosion current density is related to the pH by the fo11owing
expression (de Waard and MjIliams. 1975)
logic = -A.pR + B (3.35)
The experimental value of A is 1.3 while the calculated value, based on a mechanism
proposed in the above reference, is 1.25 and the value of B is 0.001 (Dugan, 1997).
Using these values along with the general expression for pH gives
i
e
= exp(B)[R +Y
(3.36)
(3.37)
Further, since BAND(J) can handle only linear equations, the nonlinear term [lr]A is
linearized by approximating the value of A to 1. Initially a Taylor series expansion was
used to linearize this term, resulting in
However mathematical computational difficulties were encountered in the iterative
procedure scheme and the numerical method crashed frequently. The value of COH+ ,
which starts off with an initial guess at the beginning of the iterative scheme, is updated
at the end of each iteration until the con vergence criteria is satisfied. Sometimes during
this process a negative value is temporanly assigned to the variable. This in turn resulted
in a mathematical error in the calculations because a negative number was being raised to
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)
.
~
-.,
1
..,
3
...
the power of 1.3. The approximation of A to 1 solves this problem. This is a reasonable
approximation because this will overpredict the corrosion current, and hence result in a
more conservative estimate of the corrosion rate. This approximation reduces Equation
(3.37) to
(3.39)
Plugging in the above expression into the right hand boundary condition Equation (3.34)
gIves
-[D dc, +zuFc d(P] = exp(B) c
I dy I I I dy nF H'
The derivation of the coefficient matrices for W (i = 12) is given below.
(3.40)
(3.41)
(3.42)
J
)
.
Using the appropriate backward finite differences for the derivatives and rearranging
Equation (3.42) gives
D [3C(i, NJ) - 4C(i, NJ -I) + lC(i, NJ - 2)}
I 2h
[
CU, NJ)(p°' + J
c,u,F c,"[ 3C(N,NJ)- 4C(N, ~~ -1) + lC(N,NJ - 2») +
exp(B)
CwnF
..
..
1
..,
3
...
The coefficient matrices terms for i= 12 can now be identified, and are given below:
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(3.43)
BU,i) =+3D, /(2h) + zju,Fe:po' + (exp(B)/ nF)
AU, i) = -4Di /(2h)
YU, i) =+ ID i /(2h)
BU,N) =+3z i u, Fc,o /(2h)
AU,N) =-4z,uiFc~ /(2h)
Y(i, N) =+ lzju, F c~ /(2h)
G(i) = z,ujFc~<p°
It should be noted that cOH+ and COj are the same in the above equations.
(3.44)
The derivation of the coefficient matrices for Fe2+ (i = 7) is illustrated. The flux
of ferrous ions from the wall is related to the flux of the protons to the pipe wall. This
relation between the reactive fluxes is used in the boundary condition of the ferrous
speCIes.
[D dc, F( ",,0' 0",,' o""o.)~_( 1 JeXP(B)- ·-+zu c'*' +c'*' -c '*' - -- Cr dy " I r r 2 nF H'
Rewriting Equation (3.46) using finite differences gives
(3.45)
(3.46)
D( 3CU, NJ) -4C(i, NJ - I) + ICU. NJ - 2) I.
I 2h ~
[
CU' NJ)<f/ + j
Zi U,F cOl 3C(N, NJ) - 4C(N. NJ -1) + IC(N. NJ - 2) ') =(Ziti, F c~¢lO)
, 211 )
+(-~J exp(B) C02, NJ)
2 nF J (3.47)
The coefficient matrices terms for i=7 can now be identified, and are given below:
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B(i.i) =+3D, /(211) + z,lI,Fcpo
B(i,12) =(-lj2)(exp(B)/ nF)
A(i,i) =-4Di /(211)
YU,i) =+ID, /(2h)
BU, N) = +3z,u, F c~ /(2h)
A(i,N) = -4z,ui Fc? /(2h)
Y(i,N) =+lzi u,Fc,o /(2h)
GU) = ZiU, Fc~cpO
3.3.4 Electroneutrality Equation
The assumption of electroneutrality results in the following expression
(3.48)
(3.49)
This becomes the N h equation for all the interior grid points and the right boundary grid
point, thus completing the set of equations required to represent the system. The terms
for the coefficient matrices of BAND(J) can be identified from this condition and are
B(N,i) = Zj and G(N) =0 where i = 1,2, ... NIp, (3.50)
3.4 Ionic Diffusivity Calculation
The ionic mobility and diffusion coefficient of ionic species are related by the
Nemst-Einstein equation (Newman, 1991)
D, = RTu, (3.51 )
However, literature data are usually available for ionic equivalent conductances and not
for ionic mobilities. The ionic equivalent conductance is related to the iOnic mobility by
the following expression
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(3.52)
Substituting the expression for ionic mobility from Equation (3.52) into the Nemst-
Einstein relation gives
(3.53)
The temperature dependence of the ionic diffusion coefficient is also taken into account
by using the following relation
DJl
-'- =constant.
T
where Jl is the viscosity of the solution.
3.5 Corrosion Rate Calculation
The flux of the ferrous ions is used to calculate the corrosion rate. For each
(3.54)
section of a well, a numher of iterations are to be performed until convergence IS attained.
The convergence criteria used are discussed in the next section. At the end of an iteration
for a section in the well, BAND(J) provides the profiles for the concentration of al1
species as well as the potential across the laminar layer. The flux of Fe2+ is given by
{
de; dcf> JJ, = D -+z,u Fe -
I dy I I dy (3.55)
where i = 7 represent Fe2+. The above expression is used to calculate the flux of Fe2+
from the wall. This flux is in units of moVdm2/s. The conversion of the above flux to a
corrosion rate is shown below
Ratd dm)= J( mol j'*M (-.LJ*~r ee 0J* Idm 3l s dm ~ .s I mol p . g lOOOee
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(3.56)
Further the corrosion rate in dm/s can be converted to units of mpy using the following
relations
1 dm = 1011 pm
1 mpy = .805 pm/s
Idm/s = 1011 prn/s =00 1110.805) mpy
3.6 Convergence Criteria
Absolute and relative convergence criteria are used to determine when to
terminate the iterative numerical calculations. For solving the mass transfer model.
which consists of nonlinear differential equations, an iterative procedure has been
(3.57)
(3.58)
(3.59)
employed. Initial guesses are made for the first and second derivatives of the electnc
. O' u·potential, <1> and <1> , and these are used to linearize the system of equations. The
BAND(J) subroutine then solves the linearized system. The values of corrosion rate. <1>0'
and <1>0" are calculated using the solution obtained. The procedure is repeated with the
calculated values of <1>0' and <1>0", and a new corrosion rate IS obtained. Such iterations are
performed until the corrosion rates obtained from two successive iterations converge.
The absolute and relative convergence criteria used are given below
(3.60)
(3.61)
where Cabs and Erel define the absolute and relative convergence critena.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The mass transfer model illustrated in Chapter III has been incorporated into
DREAM, which has been used to model corrosion in 18 different cases. The corrosion
rate predictions of DREAM using the new model have been compared with field data. In
addition, studies have been conducted with the new model, which illustrate the usefulness
of this mechanistic model.
4. 1Data Source
The input data for the 18 cases have been compJled from case histories of actual
wells that have been in production in several fields. The case histories were obtained
from different industrial collaborators. Sundaram (1996) had previously tested his model
for 16 out of the 18 wells discussed here. However, some of the data used by Sundaram
(1996) could not be traced back to the case histories. It was concluded that some
assumptions had been made and since these were not clearly stated in Sundaram's (1997)
work it was decided to document the source of input data for future references. The input
data for the 18 cases used in the present work is gi ven in Tables I - XVIII. The well
names identify the well number and the field in which the well is located. In these tables
the sources of the input data have been documented and also include any assumptions
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made in their compilation. This will serve as a reference for future downhole corrosion
research work.
The input data needed to execute DREAM include well specifications, operating
conditions, water and gas analysis data. A list of the inputs required is summarized in the
data sheet in Table XIX. In practice, the well conditions change over a period of time
sometimes even as often as daily. The results from our calculations reflect the
instantaneous corrosion rate given the conditions represented by the most recent well and
product analysis. Further the well head conditions have been assumed to be the same as
the separator conditions.
The bottomhole temperature data are not explicitly available in all cases. The
bottomhole temperature are available for Cases IV, X. XL XII. XIII, XIV, XVII and
XVIII. Among these, Cases XIII and XIV are wells in the Flores field. The average of
the bottomhole temperatures of these two wells has been used as the bottomhole
temperature for the other Flores field wells, namely Cases I, II, III. V, VI, VII, VIII, IX.
XV and XVI.
The well depth for all cases except case IX has been taken from the Kinley
Survey report. It was observed that the well length measured (WLM) obtained from the
Kinley Survey was usually a few hundred feet less than the depth of the section last
perforated. Therefore. in Case IX the well depth has been assumed to be 10300 f1. since
the last section to be perforated was at 10476 - 10650 ft.
In Case IV, the water anal ysis data were in units of mg/l and this was converted to
units of parts per million (ppm) using the assumption that the density of the solution
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TABLE!
INPUT DATA FOR CASE I : YTURRIA L&L -C- #2, Flores
Well Geometry and Production Data Water Aualysis Gas Analysis
COInpletion 8/15/1985 'WDS Sampled 9/26/1985 Sampled 11120/ I990
Kinley Survey 311411991 Constituent ppm Component mole %
27/8" 6.5#EUE *K N + 6490 CH4 90.94Tubiug type a
ill (in.) 2.441 'K Ca2+ 298 CZH6 4.37
Depth (ft.) 9700'K M 2+ 38 C3Hg 1.14g
. 'WDS $ Ba2+ I-C4H IO 0.27Water Productlon (bbllday) 42 4
Ul IGas Production (M5CFD) 5532 *\I/DS $ 5r2+ 0 N-C4H IO 0.23~
Oil Production (bbIlday) 63 "WDS $ K+ 0 I-C5H I2 0.13
Wellhead Temp. (F) 110 'U Fez+ 36 N-CsH 1Z 0.08
Wellhead Pressure (psia) 1170 'G cr 10100 C6H I4 0.11
Bottomhole Temp. CF) 272 *AA S04z- 111 C7+ 0.27
"WDS $ C03
2
- Nz 0.25Boltomhole Pressure (psia) 6765 0
HCO- 879 CO2 2.213
HzS 0.00
Commenls:
'G . I ' 'I', K' I S 'wns f' W 'W ' W A aJ 'trom Gas Ana YSlS; tram III ey urvey; rom orkover Dala Sheet; from ater Jl' YSIS;
'M assumed average of BOllumhole Temp of Flores Fields JAGARCIA 2 (284'F) & JAGARCIA 3 (26I"F)
S measured in 1987
TABLE II
INPUT DATA FOR CASE 11 : IY GARCIA #8, Flores
Well Geometry and Production Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completion 31111985 'wns Sampled 06/1711988 Sampled 1111911990
Kinley Survey 2/22/1991 Constituent ppm Component mole %
Tubing type 27/8" 6.5#AB MOD EUE *K Na+ 6280 CH4 91.60
ill (in.) 2.441 *K Ca2+ 454 C2H6 4.39
Depth (ft.) 9420 *K Mg2+ 50 C3Hg 1.18
. *WDS$ B 2+Water ProductIon (bbl/day) 112 a 2 I-C4H IO 0.33
IGas Production (MSCFD) 6734 *WDS $ S 2+ 0 N-C4H IO 0.25Vl rt-l
Oil Production (bbl/day) 11.8 *\VDS $ K+ 0 I-CsHI2 0.14
Wellhead Temp. (F) 127 +0 Fe2+ 0 N-CSH[Z 0.09
Wellhead Pressure (psia) 1170 *0 cr 10300 C6HI4 0.13
Bottomhole Temp. ('F) 272 +AA S042- 196 C7+ 0.33
, +\VDS $ CO 2- N2 0.30Bottomhole Pressure (pSIa) 5623 3 0
HCOJ - 313 CO2 1.26
HzS 0.00
Comments:
'\r . . 'K· . ~ '\'lDS 'II' -trom Gas AnalysIs; trom Klllley Survey; from Workover Data Sheet; Irom Wate.r AnalySIS;
'M assumed average of Bottomhole Temp of Flores Fields JAGARCIA 2 (284'F) & JAGARCIA 3 (261°F)
S measured jn 03/1987
TABLE III
INPUT DATA FOR CASE III: YTURRIA L&L -C- #5, Flores
Well Geometry and Production Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completion Il12111987 *W[lS Sampled 06/0711988 Sampled IlI2111990
Kinley Survey 02/20/1991 Constituent ppm CampanellI mole %
Tubing type 27/8" 6.5#EUE +K Na+ 127 CH4 90.10
ill (in.) 2.441 *K cl+ 21 C2H6 6.00
Depth (ft.) 9600' K Mg2+ 0 CJHg 1.68
. 'WDS$ B 2+Water ProductIon (bbl/day) 72 a 3 I-C4 H IO 0.45
IGas Production (M5CFD) 6134 'wns s 5 2+ 0 N-C4H IO 0.34VI rw
Oil Production (bbl/day) 124.6 'WDS S K+ 0 I-CsH12 0.20
Wellhead Temp. (F) 149 'G FeZt 0 N-CsHI2 0.12
Wellhead Pressure Cpsia) 1200 *0 cr 195 C6HJ4 0.18
Bottomhole Temp. (F) 272 'A/\ 5042. 0 C7+ 0.40
. '\>,1DS $ C03z.Bottomhole Pressure (psw) 6250 - 0 Nz 0.22
HC03' 60 CO2 0.31
H2S 0.00
Commen t~ .
'G . . 'K·· 'WDS 'W . .lrom Ga~ AnalysIs; from KJIlley Survey; . (rom Workover Dul:1 Sheet; from Water AnalySIS;
.,\1\ a~sumeu average of Bottomhole Temp. of Flores Fields JAGARCTA 2 (284'F) & JAGARCTA 3 (261°F)
~ measured in 1/18/1988
TABLE IV
INPUT DATA FOR CASE IV : EC 33 A#3, East Cameron 33
Well Geometry and Productioll Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completioll 07/14/1988 'KS Sampled 12/14/1973 Sampled 02/19/1989
Kinley Surwy 03/24/1990 Constituellt ppm Component mole %
Tubing type 27/8" 6.5#Lockit <K Na+ 20104 CH4 95.10
LD (in.) 2.441 "K Ca2+ 326 C2H6 1.92
Depth (ft.) 10735 'K Mg2+ [66 C3H8 0.49
"CMP Ba2+Water Production (bbl/day) 20 . 6 I-C4H10 0.12
IGas Production (MSCFD) 4000'CMP S 2+ 0 N-C4H IO 0.11'J' r+.-
Oil Production (bbl/day) 20 'CivIl' K+ 0 I-CsH12 0.05
Wellhead Temp. (F) ·CI\·fl' Fe2+ N-CsH I2100 3 0.03
Wellhead Pressure (psi a) ·CNU' cr C6HI4 0.11415 30540
Bottomhole Temp. (F) ·CMP SO~2. C7+ 0.15230 800
. . 'Cl'v1P CO 2· N2Bottomhole Pressure (PS13) 1015 3 0 0.08
He03' 1648 CO2 1.84
H2S 0.00
Conmlenls:
'G . . 'K· 'FCS . . 'w . . L'\1J··trom Gas AnalysIs; from Kmley Survey; trom Fmal Compltlion Sketch; tram Waler AnalysIs; ". from CMP Input Data Sheet
'M assumed average of Bottomhole Temp. of Flores Fields JAGARCIA 2 (284'F) & JAGARCIA 3 (26l°F)
water analysis mg/llo ppm
TABLE V
INPUT DATA FOR CASE V: IY GARCIA #7, Flores
Well Geomeuy and Production Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completion 04/0 III 984 'WDS Sampled 06/13/1988 Sampled 1111911990
Kinley Survey 02/2111991 COilS ti tuent ppm Component mole %
Tubing type 27/8" 6.5#Lockit'K Na+ 35 CH4 90.17
ill (in.) 2.441 OK Ca2+ 7 C2H6 5.49
Depth (ft.) 9100 'K Mg2+ I C3Hg 1.70
. °WDS S Ba2+Water ProductIon (bbl/day) 1.5 I I-C4H IO 0.54
IGas Production (MSCFD) 2385 'WDS $ S 2+ 0 N-C4H IO 0.41U\ rU\
Oil Production (bbl/day) 62.5 'WDS $ K+ 0 I-CsHI2 0.22
Wellhead Temp. ('F) 166 °0 Fe2+ 0 N-CsH12 0.15
Wellhead Pressure (psia) 1345 °G cr 15 CuH14 0.24
Bottomhole Temp. CF) 272 'M S042. a C7+ 0.59
. 'WDS$ C03
2
.Bottomhole Pressure (psla) 7800 a N2 0.23
HCO' 90 CO2 0.263
H2S 0.00
COIlU11ents .
'0 . ·K· K' I S '\VD, . ·w . W A I .from Gas AnalysIs; lmm In ey urvey; . trom Workover Data Sheet; trom ater na YSIS;
'AA assumed average of Botlomhole Temp of Flores Fields JAGARCIA 2 (284'F) & JAGARCIA 3 (261°F)
S measured in 1984
TABLE VI
INPUT DATA FOR CASE VI: JA GARCIA #1, Flores
Well Geometly and Production Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completion 01/01/1988 'wos Sampled 0912611985 Sampled 0611811990
Kinley Survey 02/23/1991 Constituent ppm Component mole %
Tubing type 23/8" 4.7#EUE 'K Na+ 4580 CH4 88.31
ID (in.) 1.995 'K Ca2+ 197 CZH6 6.9
Depth (ft.) 9172 'K Mgz+ 1140 C3Hg 2.21
. 'woss Ba2+ 1-C"H IOWater Productwll (bbl/day) 6 4 0.66
VI IGas Production (MSCFD) 4974 '\VDS $ Sr2+ 0 N-C4H IO 0.50\
Oil Production (bbl/day) 147 'WDS $ K+ 0 I-CsH12 0.26
Wellhead Temp. tF) 141 '0 Fez+ 0 N-CsH12 0.17
Wellhead Pressure (psia) 1245 "0 cr 10300 C6H14 0.23
Bottomhole Temp. ('F) 272 'AA SO/ 32 C7+ 0.52
. 'WDS $
CO/" NzRottomhole Pressure (psla) 5780 0 0.12
HC03' 696 CO2 0.12
HzS 0.00
CommenlS:
.(;fl' 'J-: - K' I S 'WDS ·w . II ai'rom Gas Ana YS1S; from In ey urvey; from Workover Dala Sheet; trom \y aler An YSlS;
'M ~ 0assumed average of BOllomhole Temp, of Flores Fields JAGARCIA 2 (28,+ F) & JAGARCIA 3 (261 F)
S measured in 1988
TABLE VII
INPUT DATA FOR CASE VII: YTURRJA L&C -B- #1, Flores
Well Geometry and Production Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completion 05/0911986 'WDS Sampled 1110911988 Sampled 03/2111991
Kinley Survey 02120/1991 Constituent pplll Component mole %
Tuhing type 3 112" 9.3#Hyulil 'K Nu' 4740 CH4 88.52
ID (in.) 2.92 'K Ca2• 200 CzHG 5.70
Depth (ft.) 10521 'K Mg2+ 17 C3Hg 1.77
. 'WDS $ Ba2•Water Production (bbl/day) 114 1 I-C4H w 0.47
IGas Production (MSCFD) 2567 'WDS $ S 2. 0 N-C4H IO 0.40lJl I'
-...l
Oil Production (bbl/day) 151 'WDS:$ Kt 0 I-CsH12 0.22
Wellhead Temp. ('F) 110 "0 FeZ. 0 N-CsH lz 0.13
Wellhead Pressure (psia) 1020 '0 cr 7490 C6H I4 0.17
Bottomhole Temp. (F) 272 'AA S042- 94 C7+ 0.35
'WDS $ CO 2· NzBottolllhole Pressure (psia) 6725 3 0 0.09
HCO' 257 COz 2.183
HzS 0.00
Comments'
"G . . .h:., ·\VD~ ·w . .trom Gas AnalysIs; trom KlIlley Survey; . from Workover Data Sheel; from Waler AnalySIS;
·AA8$sumed average of Bottornhole Temp. of Flores Fields JAGARCIA 2 (284'F) & JAGARCIA 3 (261°F)
s mea~ured in 7/11/1986
TABLE VIII
I~PUT DATA FOR CASE VIII: YTURRIA L&C -B- #3, Flores
Well Geometry and Production Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completion 03/1 0/1987 'WDS Sampled 11/09/1988 Sampled 03/21/1991
Kinley Survey 02/18/1991 Consti tuent ppm Component mole %
Tubing type 23/8" 4.7#EUE 'K Na+ 7110 CH4 90.44
ill (in.) 1.995 *K Ca2+ 371 CZH6 5.07
Depth (ft.) 9530'K Mg2+ 21 C3Hs 1.36
Water Produ~tion (bbllday) 95 *WDS $ Bl+ 20 I-C4H IO 0.32
IGas Production (MSCFD) 4036 'WDS $ S 2+ 0 N-C4H IO 0.27V1 r00
Oil Production (bbl/day) 60.6 °WDS $ K+ 0 I-CSH 12 0.15
Wellhead Temp. (F) 130 ·u Fe2+ 0 N-CsH I2 0.09
Wellhead Pressure (psia) 1035 '0 cr 11500 C6H 14 0.14
Bottomhole Temp. (F) 272 'AA S04z- 0 C7+ 0.32
'WDS $ C03Z- N2 0.12Bottomhole Pressure (psia) 7110 . 0
HC03' 335 CO2 1.72
H2S 0.00
Comments.
·u . ..1(. 'W[)S - '11' . .trom Gas AnalySIS; from KlIlley Survey; . tram Warkover Data Sheet; trom WHler AnalySIS;
'AAassumed average at Bottomhole Temp. of Flores Fields JAGARCIA 2 (284'F) & JAGARCIA 3 (261~
S measured in 5/29/1987
TABLE IX
INPUT DATA FOR CASE IX: IY GARCIA #14, Flores
Well Geometry and Production Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completion 08/0111987 ·WDS Sampled 09/26/1985 Sampled 11/18/1990
Kinley Survey 02/21/1991 Constituent ppm Component mole %
Tuhing type 2 3/8" 4.7#EUE ·K Na+ 4580 CH4 93.55
ill (in.) 1.995 *K C 2+ 197 ~HG 2.50a
Depth (ft.) 10300 ·Awns Mg2+ 1140 C3Hg 0.47
. ·wns $ Ba2+ I-C4H IOWater ProductIon (bbl/day) 144 4 0.10
Vl IGas Production (MSCFD) 6517 ·WDS $ Sr2+ 0 N-C4H lO 0.08\0 18 *WDS $Oil Production (bbl/day) K+ 0 I-CsH]2 0.06
Wellhead Temp. (F) 148 *0 Fe2+ 0 N-CsHI2 0.04
Wellhead Pressure (psia) 1270 *c) cr 10300 C6HI4 0.07
Bottomhole Temp. COF) 272°AA S042. 32 C7+ 0.58
. *WDS $ C03
2
. N2 0.10Bottomhole Pressure (pSHl) 6590 0
HC03' 696 CO2 2.45
H2S 0.00
Comments:
'0 . 'K· K' 1 S 'WDS . 'w . W aI'from Gas AnalysIs; from 1lI ey urvey; trom Workover Data Sheet; trom ater An YSls;
'AA<lSSllmed average of Botlomhole Temp. of Flores Fields JAGARC[A 2 (284'F) & JAGARCIA 3 (261°F)
*AWDS assumed from Workover Data Sheet as being above the last perforated section ( 10476' - 10650' ); $ measured in IIfI987
TABLE X
INPUT DATA FOR CASE X: VAQ A-9I , Lobo
Well Geometry and Production Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completion 02/24/1992 *WDS Sampled Sampled 12/12/1993
Kinley Survey 12/08/1994 COllstituent ppm Component mole %
Tubing type 27/8" 6.5#EUE 'K Na+ 31000 CH4 84.60
ID (in.) 2.441 *K Ca2+ 7000 C2H6 7.88
Depth ,ft.) 9995 *K Mg2+ 900 C3Hg 2.64
'IDS B 2+Water Production (bbl/day) 7.54 a 40 I-C4HIO 0.65
IGas Production (MSCFD) 440 'IDS S z+ 200 N-C4HIO 0.57(J\ r0
Oil Production (bbl/day) 0.77 'IDS K+ 130 I-CsHI2 0.32
Wellhead Temp. (F) 78 '0 Fez+ 100 N-CsH1z 0.18
Wellhead Pressure (psia) 275 '0 cr 62000 C6HI4 0.00
Bottomhole Temp. COF) 190 'IDS S04Z- 280 C7+ 0.17
'IDS C03
Z
-Bottomhole Pressure (psia) 450 a Nz 0.60
HC03- 260 CO2 2.40
HzS 0.00
COllunents :
'0 . 'K· K' I S 'ms f I ·w - WI'from Gas AnalysIs; trom In ey urvey; 'ron) nput Data Sheet; trom aler Ana YSIS;
water analysis from Mahesh (orig source missing)
~TABLE XI
INPUT DATA FOR CASE XI: LUNDELL A-9, Lobo
Well Geometry and Production Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completion 11119/1992 *WDS Sampled Sampled 09/09/1994
Kinley Survey 11/23/1994 Constituent ppm Component mole %
Tubing type 27/8" 6.5#EUE *K Na+ 31000 CH4 92.04
ill (in.) 2441 'K Caz+ 7000 CZH6 3.72
Depth (ft.) 11246 'K M 2+ 900 C3Hg 0.60g
. 'IDS BaZ+Water Prodm.:tlon (bbl/day) 2.86 40 I-C4H IO 0.14
0- IGas Production (MSCFD) 413 *IDS 5r2+ 200 N-C4H lO 0.00.....
Oil Production (bbl/day) 0.2 'IDS K+ 130 I-CsH 12 0.00
Wellhead Temp. (F) 81 *IDS Fe2+ 100 N-CsH IZ 0.00
Wellhead Pressure (psia) 470 'IDS cr 62000 C6H l4 0.00
Bottomhole Temp. (F) 191 'IDS SO/' 280 C7+ 0.06
'IDS C03
2
- Nz 0.09Bottomhole Pressure (psi a) 2050 0
HC03' 260 CO2 3.34
Hz5 0.00
Comments:
'0 'K 'IDS 'wfrom Gas Analysis; from Kinley Survey; from Input Data Sheet; from Water Analysis;
water analysis from Mahesh (orig source missing)
TABLE XII
INPUT DATA FOR CASE XII: YAQ A-99. Lobo
Well Genmetry am! Production Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completion 09/30/92 °WDS Sampled Sampled 06110/1994
Kinley Survey 12/08/1994 Constituent ppm Component mole %
Tubing type 27/8" 6.5#EUE 'K Na+ 31000 CH4 92.75
10 (in.) 2.441 'K Ca2+ 7000 CZH6 3.24
Depth (fl.) 10883 oK Mg2+ 900 C3Hs 0.42
Water Production (bbl/day) 10.68 +IDS B 2+ 40 l-C4HIO 0.08a
IGas Production (MSCFD) 905 ,'os S 2+ 200 N-C4H10 0.000"- rtv
Oil Prodm:tion (bbl/day) 0.1 'IDS K+ 130 I-CsH12 0.00
Wellhead Temp. (F) 95 'IDS Fe2+ 100 N-CsHI2 0.00
Wellhead Pressure (psia) 350 'IDS cr 62000 C6HI4 0.00
Bottomhole Temp. (F) 204 'IDS SO/' 280 C7+ 0.05
'IDS CO 2· N2 0.07Boltomhole Pressure (psia) 2850 3 a
HCO}' 260 CO2 3.40
H2S 0.00
Comments'
'G· G I" 'K· K" J S 'IDS f I '11' . Will"Irom as Ana YSls; lmm In ey urvey; "rom npul Data Sheel~ lrom aler An' YSls;
water culalysis from Mahesh (orig source missing)
TABLE XIII
INPUT DATA FOR CASE XlII: JA GARCIA #2, Flores
Well Geometry and Production Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completion 08/01/1988 '\VT1S Sampled 09/26/1985 Sampled 11117/1990
Kinley Surwy 03/19/1991 Constituent ppm Component mole %
Tubing type 23/8" 4.7#EUE 'K Na+ 4580 CH4 89.03
ill (in.) 1.995 'K C 2+ 197 CzH(, 6.74a
Depth (ft.) 9320'K M 2+ 1140 C3Hg 1.98g
'\\IDS $ Ba2+ I-C4HJOWater Produ~tion (bbllday) 181 4 0.54
IGas Production (MSCFD) 829 •\\Ios $ S 2+ 0 N-C4H 1O 0.400- rw
Oil Production (bbl/day) "NDS $ K+17 0 I-CsH12 0.17
Wellhead Temp. CF) 93 'G Fe2+ 0 N-CsH 1z 0.12
Wellhead Pressure (psia) 1190 '0 cr 10300 C6H I4 0.12
Bottomhole Temp. (F) 284 'WDS SO/ 32 C7+ 0.22
. 'WDS$ CO z· NzBottomhole Pressure (pSIa) 3500 3 0 0.28
HC03' 696 CO2 0040
HzS 0.00
Comments:
'0 . G I' 'I( t' K' I S '\\'DS ' 'w . W A .. 1 ·trom as Ana YS1S; rom III t:y urvey; , lrom Workover Data Sheet; Ir0111 ater ni.IJYSIS;
'M assumed average of BOltomhole Temp. of Flores Fields JAGARCIA 2 (28.fF) & JAGARCIA 3 (261°F)
$ mea,ured in 2/1989
TABLE XIV
INPUT DATA FOR CASE XIV: JA GARCIA #3, Flores
Well GeometIy and Production Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completion 01/01/1989 'WDS Sampled 09/26/1985 Sampled 11/15/1990
Kinley Survey 03/18/1991 Constituent ppm Component mole %
Tubing type 23/8" 4.7#EUE 'K Na+ 4580 CH4 88.79
ID (in.) 1.995 oK C 2+ 197 C2H6 6.73a
Depth (ft.) 9300 'K Mg2+ 1140 C3Hg 2.14
'WDS $ B 2+ I-C4H IOWater Production (bbl/day) 182 a 4 0.64
IGas Production (MSCFD) 838 'WDS $ S 2+ 0 N-C4H 1o 0.48~ r
Oil Production (bbllday) 'WDS $ K+ 0 I-CsHI2 0.2414
Wellhead Temp. tF) 106 '0 Fe2+ 0 N-CsH I2 0.16
Wellhead Pressure (psia) 1200'0 cr 10300 C6H I4 0.20
Bottomhole Temp. (oF) 261 'WDS S042. 32 C7+ 0.34
. 'WDS $ C03
2
. 0 N2 0.24Bottoll1hole Pressure (pSlU) 3260
HC03' 696 CO? 0.04
H2S 0.00
Comments:
'0 . 'J.:. 'WDS . 'w .frum Gas AnalysIs; from KlIlley Survey; . trom Workover Data Sheet; frum Water AnalySIS;
'AA a'lsumeJ average of Boltoml1ole Temp, of Flores Fields JAGARCIA 2 (284'F) & JAGARCIA 3 (26\ OF)
S measured in 4/1989
TABLE XV
INPUT DATA FOR CASE XV: YTURRIA L&C -B- #4, Flores
Well Geometry and Production Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completion 04/0811988 'WDS Sampled 11/09/1988 Sampled 03/21/1991
Kinley Survey 021l9/l99 I Constituent rpm Component mole %
Tubing type 23/8" 4.7#AB MOD EUE 'K Na+ 7830 CH4 RR.87
ill (in.) 1.995 "K Ca2+ 319 C2H6 5.58
Depth (ft.) 9930 'K Mg2+ 14 C3Hg 1.65
Water Production (bhl/day) 73 'wns $ B 2+ 13 I-C4HIO 0.42a
IGas Production (MSCFD) 1534 *WDS $ S 2+ 0 N-C4HlO 0.36~ rVI
Oil Production (bbl/day) 102 '\VDS $ K+ 0 J.·C5H12 0.20
Wellhead Temp. (F) 117 '0 Fe2+ 0 N-CsHI2 0.12
Wellhead Pressure (psia) 1177 '0 cr 12600 C(jH 14 0.16
Bottolllhole Temp. CF) 272 *AA 50/ 0 C7+ 0.37
Botlomhole Pressure (psia) 6400 'WDS $ CO~2. 0 N2 0.13
HC03- 146 CO2 2.14
H2S 0.00
Comments:
'0 . . 'K·· 'wos . 'w .lrom Gas AnalysIs; lrom Kmley Survey; trom Workover Data Sheet; from Water AnalysIs;
OM assumeJ average of Bottomhole Temp. of Flores Fields JAGARCIA 2 (284'F) & JAGARCIA 3 (261°F)
S meamred in 5/51f1988
TABLE XVI
INPUT DATA FOR CASE XVI: YTURRIA L&L -C- #4, Plores
Well GeometIy and Production Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completion 041l5/1987'wDS Sampled 0610311988 Sampled 1112011990
Kinley Survey 03/l5/199 I Constituent pplll Componenl molt %
Tubing type 2318" 4.7#EUE 'K Na~ 5850 CH4 89.42
ID (in.) 1995 'K Ca2+ 564 C2H6 6.00
Depth (ft.) 9500 'I': Mg2+ 33 C3Hg 1.84
'WDS $ Ba2+ I-C4H10 0.50Water Productiunlbbllday) 33 ' 1
IGas Productiun (MSCFD) 7096 'WDS 5 S 2+ 0 N-C4HIO 0.40Q\ rQ\
Oil Produdion (bbl/day) 258 'WDS $ K+ 0 I-CsHI2 0.22
Wellhead Temp. tF) 130 '0 Fe2+ 0 N-CsH I2 0.14
Wellhead Pressure (psia) 1230 'c; cr 9800 C6Hl4 0.20
Bottomhole Temp. (F) 272'AA SO,/ 218 C7+ 0.40
. tWDS $ C03
2
. N2 0.23Bottomhole Pressure (pSla) 5940 0
HC03- 263 CO2 0.65
H2S 0.00
Commenls:
'G . '1;.. 'WDS . 'w . .from Gas AnalysIs; lrom Klllley Survey; trom Workover Data Sheel; trom WaleI' AnaJysl~;
'M assumed average of BOllomhnle Temp. of Flores Fields JAGARC[A 2 (284'F) & JAGARCIA 3 (261°F)
s measured in 1111987
TABLE xvn
INPUT DATA FOR CASE XVII: Phillips Case I A#1, Orchard
Well Geometry anJ Production Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completion 10/27/1985 °BD Sampled OS/2111990 Sampled 1O/311l989
Kinley Survey 12/1311989 Consti tuen t ppm Component mole %
Tuhing type 27/8" 6.4ffVAM OK N,t 8734.25 CH4 89.17
ID (in.) 2.441 'K C 2+ 441.06 C2HG 4.77a
Depth (ft.) 9596 'K Mg2+ 243.m C3Hg 1.62
Water Production (bbl/day) 31 'us) Ba2+ 8.24 I-C4HIO 0.29
IGas Production (MSCFD) 11500 +usl S 2+ 0 N-C4H IO 0.370- r-..J
Oil Production (hbIlJay) 110 'usl K+ 0 ICsH lz 0.14
Wellhead Temp. (F) 185 ·us] Fez+ 0 N-CsHI2 0.10
Wellhead Pressure (psia) 2515 'us! cr 14998.2 C6H14 0.00
Bottomhole Temp. ("F) 297 'usl S04Z, 19 C7+ 0.28
1 I P . 4 'usl C03
2
. Nz 0.24Bottom 10 e ressure (pSIU) 230 0
He03' 134.23 CO2 3.03
HzS 0.001
Comments:
'U 'K tOSL 'w .from Gas Annlysis; from Kinley Survey; . froln USL Data Sheet; rrom Water AnalysIs;
TABLE XVIII
INPUT DATA FOR CASE XVIIl: Phillips Case 2 S#I, Orchard
Well Geometry and Production Data Water Analysis Gas Analysis
Completion 12/01/1986 'RD Sampled OS/21/1990 Sampled 10/31/1989
Kinley Survey 11/28/1989 Constituent ppm Component mole %
Tubing type 27/8" 8.7#NEW VAM *K Na+ 14542.4 CH4 88.25
ID (in.) 2.375 "usl CaZt 6776.26 CZH6 5.15
Depth (ft.) 12072 '1\ Mgz+ 534.66 C3HH 1.68
Water Production (bblJday) 156 'usl B z+ 68.63 I-C4H IO 0.32a
0- jGas Production (MSCFD) 75)0 Sr2+ 0 N-C4H IO 0.3900
Oil Production (bbl/day) 5.~ 'usl Kt 0 I-CsH 12 0.16
Wellhead Temp. (F) 95 "lIsl Fez+ 0 N-CsH 1Z 0.10
Wellhead Pressure (psia) 1790 'u;1 cr 35995.7 C6Hl4 0.00
Bottomhole Temp. ('F) 320 'usl S042. 0.12 C7t 0.38
. 'usl CO 2· 0 Nz 0.31Bllttomhole Pressure (psla) 3645 3
HCO' 359.98 CO2 :-'.273
H2S 0.001
CoJl1J1len ts :
.(J . .1\. " ·USL . .\\,1 . .trom Gas AnalysIs; trom Kmley Survey; trom USL Dala Sheet; from Water AnalysIs;
TABLEXIX
DREAM INPUT DATA SHEET
Well Geometry and Prodm:tiolLData Water Analysis Gas Analysis
COllsti tuellt ppm Component mole %
ill (in.) Na+ CH4
Derth (ft.) Ca2+ C2H6
Water Production (hbl/duy) M 2+ C3H8g
Ba2+
---
Gas Production (MSCFD) I-C4H IO
Oil Production (bbllday) S 2+ N-C4H IOr
0- ISeparator Temp. ('F) K+ I-CsH I2'C
Separator Pressure (psia) Fe2+ N-CsH 12
Wellhead Temp. (F) cr C(iH 14
Wellhead Pressure (psia) S042. C7+
Bottomhole Temp. (F) C032. N2
Bottomhole Pressure (psia) HC03' CO2
H2S
analyzed is 1 glcc. From the above assumption it follows that 1 mgll = 1 ppm.
The corrosion rate profiles are obtained from the Kinley Caliper Survey and are
then used for comparison with the DREAM predictions. The Kinley Survey reports the
actual conditions of the tubing as surveyed by running caliper feelers along the length of
the well. The model results, however, are predictions of uniform corrosion rates with the
assumption that no protective corrosion product layer is fonned. The Kinley Caliper
Survey is available in all the 18 cases. In all cases, the first Kinley Survey report was
used to calculate the corrosion rate. The Kinley Survey provides a tabulation of the joint
number and the maximum well body penetration (inches). The well depth is equally
divided depending on the number of joints available. This is based on the assumption
that all joints are of equal length. The maximum body penetration is converted to
corrosion rate (MPY) using the following expression
(
maximum well hody penetration (inch) . lQOO mil ]
CR= ""---
years between we II completion and first survey 1inch
In Cases VII, XV, and XVI Sundaram (1996) had used the total iron
(4.1)
concentration from the water analysis instead of the dissolved iron content as the input
data for the Fe2+ ion concentration from the water analysis. The amount of dissolved iron
should be used, as this would represent the amount of iron present as ions (Fe2+). This
has been accounted for in the inputs used in the present work. However, in future work,
provision should be made for also using the total iron concentration, as this will provide a
way to account for the precipitation of Iron as iron carbonates and sulfides.
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4.2DREAM Predictions
The developed model has been used to predict corrosion rates in the 18 cases
mentioned in the previous section. Studies have also been conducted which gives us a
better understanding of the effect of different parameters on the corrosion process. The
corrosion rates predicted by DREAM are for uniform corrosion without film fonnation.
In reality, it is very rare to find such a situation. The constantly changing well conditions
along with the low accuracy of the collected field data lead to limitations in the accuracy
with which corrosion rates can be predicted. These limitations have to be kept in mind
when such corrosion predictions tools are evaluated. However, the purpose of this work
has been to develop a model based on fundamental principles that would help us gain a
better understanding of the corrosion mechanism. The observations made from these
studies are described next.
4.2.1 Case Studies
The model gives reasonable estimates of the corrosion rates however the model
does significantly underpredlcts corrosion rates. The DREAM corrosion rate predictions
using the proposed model are compared against the Kinley Survey reports for the J8
cases in Figures 3-20. The order of magnitude of predicted corrosion rates is consistently
much smaller when compared to that obtained from the caliper data. However, the trends
predicted parallel reasonably well with those observed in the caliper data.
The predicted corrosion profiles in Cases IV, V, VI, X, and XI indicates that the
corrOSion r~lle gradually increases as we approach the top of the well. In Cases 1. XVII,
and XVIII, the overall trend is very similar to that mentioned above. however. there arc
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Figure 20 Can'osian Rute Profile along Well Depth: CASE XVIII
some sections in the well where corrosion rate decreases as the well head is approached.
In all the cases (except Cases XlII and XIV) the shape of corrosion rate profiles is a
mirror image of the pH profiles. As the pH decreases the corrosion rate increases and
vice-versa. The increase in predicted corrosion rate as we approach the wellhead is due
to the increase in proton concentration in the laminar sublayer. As we approach the
wellhead the amount of CO2 dissolving in the liquid phase increases. This in tum leads
to an increase in the amount of protons generated and results in a lower pH and higher
corrosion rates as we approach the top. However in Cases I, XVIl, and XVITI, there
seems to be some exception to the above hypothesis. The exact cause for the exceptions
in certain regions in Cases L XVlL and XVIU IS uncertain. That is there are some
regions in these cases where the corrosion rate does not increase as we move up. ThIS
c"an be attributed to the pH curve, the shape of which is exactly reflected in the corrosion
rate profile. In some cases a maximum is observed in the calculated pH while in others It
is not (refer Appendix B). This may be the reason for these exceptions.
In Cases II. III, VII, VIII. IX, XII, XV, XVI the trends predicted were Irregular.
No consistent pattern was observed in these cases. Further investigatIon explained that
these inconsistent and different trends were caused due to the fact that the pressure drop
calculations failed to converge. The convergence problem is further explamed later in
this chapter.
In Case XIII and Case XIV the FORTRAN program halted execution due to
convergence problems in the calculation of the dew point temperatures in the well
sections.
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In Cases IV, VI. XVII, and XVIII, discontinuities were observed in the corrosion
rate profiles. This was funher studied and was observed to be related to the transitions
between annular and slug flow regimes. Th~ laminar layer thickness decreases as we
approach the top of the well. In Case IV below 7500 ft the corrosion rate IS zero because
of the single-phase region. The laminar layer thickness drops suddenly as we move from
5000 ft to 4500 ft and this can be attributed to the flow regime change from annular 1O
slug flow. This drastic decrease in diffusion layer thickness as we move from annular to
slug flow results in the discontinuities in the corrosion rate profile in the cases mentioned
above.
4.2.2 Influence of Environmental Parameters
The strength of the DREAM corrosion prediction model is that it is based on the
fundamentals and provides an understanding of the effects of various parameters on the
corrosion process. Studies have been conducted to observe the effect of different
parameters on corrosion rate.
CO~ Concentration:
The concentration of CO~ was increased to study its influence on the predicted
corrosion rates. Case XVIII was used and the mole percent of CO2 in the gas analysis
was increased from 3.2749( to 3.374% and then to 3.474%. In order to compensate for
this increase the mole percent of C7+ components was adjusted accordingly. The results
from this study are shown in Figure 21. Figure 21 shows that the corrosion rate predicted
increases as the C02 concentration is increased. This is an expected phenomenon, as an
increase in CO2 would make the well more corrosive. The study was repeated on Case V,
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where the mole percent of CO2 was increased from 0.26% to 0.46% to 0.66%. The
results obtained agreed with the above observation.
Pressure:
The effect of the well pressure on the corrosion rate prediction was studied. Case
I and V were used for this study and the well pressures were increased. The changes
made to conduct this study are summarized in Table XX.
TABLE XX
INPUTS USED IN STUDYING PRESSURE EFFECT
Wellhead Pressure Bottomhole Pressure(psia)
CASE
(psia)
--
Initial Guess I DREAM Prediction
I
I
a 1170 6765 I 1493
I b 1200 7765 1516
c 1300 8785 J555
a 1345 7800 1007
V b 1545 8800 IX1)
c 1745 9800 2145
In this study when the input pressures are changed there is the possibility of
encountering a problem with the convergence of bottomhole pressure. Such convergence
problems were not encountered in the above cases.
The results (Figure 22) indicate that the corrosion rates increase as the well
pressures were increased. This was further investigated and it was found that increasing
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the pressure leads to an increase in the amount of CO2 dissolved in the condensed layer.
This makes the well more corrosive thereby resulting in higher corrosion rates.
Temperature:
In Case V and XVIII the well temperatures were increased to study its influence
on the model predictions. When the temperatures are changed the pressure profiles also
change slightly as the pressure drop depends on the well temperatures. The data used for
studying the effect of temperature on corrosion rates are summarized in the Table XXI.
TABLE XXI
INtJurs USED IN STUDYING TEMPERATURE EFFECT
Temperature (~)
CASE
Wellhead Bottomhole
a 166 275
\. b 190 300
I
c ! 220 330
_..
a 95 _no
XVIII b 130 350
c 160 380
It was found that the model predicts lower corrosion rates as the well
temperatures were increased (Figure 23). Case V is a well with low corrosion and as we
mcrease the temperature from conditions (a) to (c,l it was observed that the corrosion
predictions decrease to zero throughout the well. This was found to be due to the fact
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that as the temperature was increased the flow regimes changed from two phase to single
phase, hence resulting in zero corrosion. In Case XVrfI, the flow regimes remained the
same for conditions (a), (b) and (c). The corrosion rates were found to decrease with
increase in temperatures. This was further investigated and it was observed that
increasing the temperature decreases the solubility of CO~ (Figure 24). The decrease in
dissolved CO~ would then lead to lower corrosion rates.
Laminar laver thickness:
The thickness of the diffusion layer was changed to see its effect on the corrosion
rates. The diffusion layer thickness was multiplied by a factor of 2(b), 4(c), and 20(d)
and the DREAM predictions were compared with the original results of Case XVIII(a).
Figure 25 shows that as the diffusion layer thickness increases the corrosion rate
decreases. However, above 6000 ft the decrease is very negligible compared to that in
the 6000 - 7000 ft region. This is because above 6000 feet, slug flow regIme is
encountered. AnnuJar flow regime is predicted for the 6000 - 7000 fl. region and below
7000 ft single phase tlow is predicted. In the sJug flow regime, the thickness of the
diffusion layer is smaller (several orders of magnitude) compared to the thIckness in the
annular flow regime region. So even increasing the diffusion layer thickness by a factor
of 20 does not significantly change the thickness in the slug flow regime as compared to
annuJar flow. This explains the insignificant decrease in the corrosion rale in the slug
flow region compared to the annular flow region.
4.2.3 Concentration Profiles
The concentration profiles generated are used to calculate the flux of ferrous ions,
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Figure 28. Fe2+ Concentration Profiles across laminar layer: Case XVIII
which in tum is related to the corrosion rate via Equation (3.56). The concentration
profile in Figure 26 indicates that as the top of the well is approached the amount of
dissolved CO2 increases. This in tum results in an increase in the proton concentration as
we go up the well (Figure 27). The increase in proton concentration results in an increase
in the predicted corrosion rates (Figure 20). This phenomenon is observed in all the cases
where the pressure drop calculations converge.
4.3Other Discussions
Certain key issues that were identified during evaluation of the DREAM
corrosion prediction tool are discussed in this section. These include the discontinuities
observed in the corrosion rate profiles and the convergence limitations in the pressure
drop calculations. A discussion on the corrosion kinetics model, which has been used in
this work. is also included.
4.3.1 Discontinuities in Corrosion Rate Profiles
Discontinuities arc ohserved in the predicted corrosion rate profiles in a few cases
that have been modeled using DREAM. The thickness of the laminar liquid layer
increases significantly as the flow regime changes from slug to annular flow. The mass
transfer coefficient in the turbulent layer in the case of slug flow is also significantly
larger than that in the turbulent layer in the annular case. These result in the corrosion
rate chanain a dramatically when such a reaime change is encountered in the flow. Theb 0' 0 ~
di scontinuity in certain predicted corrosion rate profiles has been attri buted to these flow
regime transitlOns.
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4.3.2 Bottomhole Pressure Convergence
Convergence failures were encountered in the pressure drop calculations in some
of the cases that were modeled. The user inputs an initial guess for the bottomhole well
pressure. DREAM uses this initial guess along with the wellhead pressure to generate an
initial pressure profile across the depth of the well. This profile is then used as an initial
estimate to perfonn the pressure drop calculations. The pressure drop calculations result
in a new pressure profile which is then used to repeat the calculations unti I convergence
is attained in the bottomhole pressure. However, it was obsef\ed that in Cases II, III,
VII, VIII, IX, XII, XV, and XVI, convergence problems were encountered in the pressure
profile calculations. The pressure profiles generated in these cases were found to be
dependent on the initial guess value of the bottomhole pressure input hy the user. This
should be studied further and corrected as the pressure profile has a strong influence on
the corrosion rate.
4.3.3 Corrosion Kinetics Model Limitation
In DREAM the corrosion reaction that occurs at the wall is modeled by
Fe + 2H'" + H 2<g) (4.2)
However, the rate expression used in the current work, given by Equation (3.35), is based
on the following reaction mechanism (de Waard et aI., 1975)
H 2CO, + e H + HCO J -
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(4.4)
Thus, it is clear that there is a discrepancy between the rate expression used in the present
work and the corrosion reaction modeled in DREAM. Further, the constants A and B in
Equation (3.35) have been obtained at a temperature of 25°C (de Waard et al., 1975).
This temperature dependence of parameters A and B has been overlooked in the current
work.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Conclusions
The following conclusions can be made from this study:
1. The model predictions follow ex.pected trends. In general, unifonn corrosion
in the absence of film formation increases as the well head is approached.
The magnitudes of predicted corrosion rates, however, were observed to be
much smaller when compared to available caliper data.
1. The model provides a mechanistic perspective of the corrosion process in
downhole systems. The different types of studies that are possible with this
work enable us to have both a macroscopic and microscopic understanding of
the flow-induced corrosion process and the influence of various factors on the
corrosion rates.
3. The model could be used as a prediction tool to provide initial estimates of the
corrosiveness of a well.
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5.2 Recommendations
The following areas should be further studied:
1. The rate expression used has a significant influence on the corrosion rate
predictions. The rate expression used in this work is based on a reaction
mechanism that is different from the one identified in the DREAM model.
The current kinetics model also does not account for the temperature
dependence of the corrosion reaction. These may be the reason for the small
magnitudes of the corrosion rate predictions. A temperature-dependent rate
expression consistent with the overall modeling approach used in DREAM
should be identified (Bockris and Reddy. 1970; Kaesche. 1986; Dugan, 1998)
and incorporated.
2. The pressure drop calculations do not always result in a converged solution.
The well pressures have a significant influence on the predicted corrosion
rates. Also, the dew point temperature calculations resulted in convergence
problems in Cases XlII and XIV. These issues should be further investigated
and improved.
3. lJnifonn corrosion without corrosion product film formation by itself is a rare
situation in reality. Unifonn corrosion with the fonnation of a corrosion
product film and localized corrosion are other commonly occurring fOnTIS of
corrosion in downhole systems. Liu and lligh (1993) coded the subroutines
for the prediction of these additional fonns of corrosion. The accuracy of the
unifonn corrosion rate with film formation has to be studied to see if it can be
improved. Further. the subroutines for localized corrosion have to be
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activated and investigated further. These would immensely improve the
practical applicabih ty of DREAM.
4. At this stage it would be very wise to rewrite the entire code using C. Though
it will take considerable amount of time and effort, it will greatly help in
making the code more efficient and clear. The issues of interfacing the
FORTRAN code wi th the C++ graphical interface of DREAM wou[d be
avoided. Further this would help in future software development work.
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APPENDIX A
Species Modeled
TABLE A.I
CUMPONENT II) OF SPECIES
3 I Magnesi urn
Componem ID. Species
1 Sodium
I 2 Calcium
I
4 Barium
5 Strontium
6 Potassium
7 Ferrous
8 Chloride
9 Sulfate
10 Carbonate
11 Bicarbonate
12 Hydrogen
13 Hydroxide
14 Bisulfide
15 Sulfide
16 Carbon dioxide
17 Hydrogen Sulfide
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APPENDIX B
pH Calculation
The pH calculations used in DREAM have been modified usin o the Oddo ando
Tomson method. The Oddo and Tomson method is widely known in the oil and gas
industry and it enables calculation of pH using the following relations (Oddo et aI., 1998)
fill (T) =5.520* 1O-3T -2.830*1O-6T 2
ft1 2 (P) =-1.330* 10-5 P
frl." (l) = -0.425/ oS + 0.3461 -1.716 * 10-2 / IS
In~(T,l) = -1.29S*10-'T!°5
[
(-7.66*10-' +8.0*10-'ToS -2.11*\O-sT)po 5 +j
Ii: =exp (-5.77*10-~+3.72*1O-s T0 5 -S.7*1O-7 T )P+
(4.4*10-6 -2.96*1O-7 T0 5 +5.1*10-9 T)P's
l..
(B.1 )
(B.2)
(B3)
where T is the temperature (~), P is pressure (psi), I is ionic strength (molar), Yg is the
mole fraction of carbon dioxide in the gas phase and fg is the fugaCIty of C02 gas at the
well section temperature and pressure.
In certain wells that have been modeled the pH decreased as the well head was
approached. However, exceptions to the above trend were observed as mentioned in
Section 4.2.1. This has been atlributed to the interplay of the contributions of the
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indivIdual terms in Equation (B.2) to the pH. The tennfr!J(T) decreases as the well head
is approached (for the range of temperature commonly encountered in gas wells).
However,jn2(P) increases as the well head IS approached. The variations offi13(l) and
ftz4(TJ) are less obvious as they depend on the magnitude of the ionic strength and how it
varies along the well depth. Depending on the tenn, in Equation (B.2), which becomes
more significant, the pH profile may increase or decrease as the wellhead is approached.
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